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Pajama
party set
for Tuesday
The community-wide celebration of Dr. Seuss's birthday
will culminate at 6 p.m. Tuesday with a children's pajama
party at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Everyone is invited to attend.
The birthday party will feature reading circles led by several local celebrities including
Mayor Freed Curd, Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins, John Dale, Peggy Billington, Anne Adams and others.
Special guests will include
the Cat in the Hat and the Grinch
Who Stole Christmas.
Party activities will be followed by birthday cake donated by Vicki Geurin's Cakes and
Things and the Wal-Mart Deli
and Nestle products donated
by Ryan Foods.
Area schools have planned
activities throughout the day to
celebrate Dr. Seuss including
a green eggs and ham breakfast.
The event is part of a national effort to increase reading
across the nation.

Program
may have
to close
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
support program for the retarded and autistic is scrambling
to raise $50,000 to remain open
after July 1.
Partners in Advanced Living
Skills — PALS — was $10,000
short as of Friday.
Manager Kim Raybourne was
hoping for some last-minute help
by-,a Tuesday deadline.
PALS will operate at least
through June to make it easier for the 15 families it serves
to find other help if necessary,
said Mark Vogedes, chief operating officer of the Louisville
chapter of, the American Red
Cross, which sponsors PALS.
For six years, PALS has
provided supervision, recreation
and employment assistance to
people who are retarded or
autistic or who have cerebral
palsy or other disabilities.
Vogedes said the Red Cross
has run out of money for it.
Terri Canty, 28, is a beneficiary of PALS. Canty, who is
autistic, is able to work because
PALS provides someone to
supervise her.
She also takes part in bowling and other recreation and
gets to volunteer at charities
such as Wayside Christian .Mission.
"This gives her an excellent
quality of life," said her mother, Ernestine Canty, 72. it provides sports, art — it provides
so many things for her she
wouldn't get ordinarily."
The program also provides
peace of mind for Ernestine
Canty, who said her daughter
might wander off if she were
not supervised.
-Last year, I was hospitalized three times with asthmatic attacks," she said. "I didn't
have to worry about where Terri
was."
1 11-111E
Tonight.. Mostly clear. Low
in the lower 40s. South wind
5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday.. Increasing clouds
and mild. High in the middle
60s.
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Anyone wishing to read over the county's Emergency Operations Plan should make
sure they have some spare time.
"The actual document is about 300 pages
long," said Jeff Steen, director of the county Office of Emergency Management. "If a
massive emergency ever hits, a million different things are going to be happening at
once."
Steen said that there are 10 copies of
the plan in circulation. It is updated every

10 years.
The plan details how county and city
organizations would respond in the face of
a large-scale emergency, such as a tornado
or flood.
For example, in case of a tornado, the
county's procedure would be to first sound
the warning sirens located in the Murray
city limits and on the Murray State University campus.
"The sirens will be activated in the event
of a tornado warning or if a tornado has
been spotted by state or local public safe-

ty officials," said Steen.
The second step, in any emergency, is
to keep the public informed through radio
and television.- City and county agencies
would also be alerted.
"The best thing a person can do if a
tornado is coming is go as far into the
house as they can," said Steen. "With tornados, we're talking about just a minute's
warning."
While many of these procedures may
appear to be common knowledge, there are
details located in the plan that may not be

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Midday mania?
The Kentucky Lottery, pressed
for new ways to compete with
Ohio River casino boats, soon will
hold midday prize drawings for
the first time.
Drawings for two games —
Pick 3 and Pick 4 — will be
held every midday except Sunday, beginning Marc-h 15. Daily
Cash 5 drawings may follow.
"We do have to look for new
and innovative ways to keep our
revenue up," Rick Redman,
spokesman for the Kentucky Lottery Corp., said of the added drawings.
Gambling opponents may grumble, but lottery officials say they
are under a mandate to make as
much money as possible. The lottery turned over $153 million to
the state in the fiscal year that ended
June 30.
Five riverboat casinos on the
Ohio River along Kentucky's northern border have made that a difficult• task. The newest, near
LouliVille,-Ti- the largest caSTrib—
boat in the world.
Lottery Chairman Laurence T.
Summers of Lexington has warned
that it will be difficult to sustain
lottery sales — and payments to
the state — unless lawmakers let
the lottery put new types of games
in place.
The lottery predicted sales of
$577 million this fiscal year, the

II See Page 2

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Taxpayers can-still-convert I
PeoWASHINGTON (AP)
ple who rushed last year to convert their traditional individual
retirement accounts to new Roth
IRAs still can switch back and affect
their 1998 tax returns.
Taxpayers had until the end of
December to convert their regular
IRAs to Roth IRAs if they wanted to enjoy a four-year window

in which to pay taxes on the
switch. Conversions made after
1998 require all taxes to be paid
in that tax year.
But many people probably did
not take the time to fully analyze
how the change could affect their
1998 tax returns in other ways.
Now is a good time to do so, tax
advisers say.

the Internal Revenue Service grants
an extension — to switch from a
Roth IRA back to a regular IRA
and obtain tax benefits for their
1998 tax returns.
Roth IRAs, available for the
first time in 1998, proved hugely'
popular because they allow after-

• See Page 2

WASHINGTON (AP) — Americans can expect some power brownouts
and should worry about their medical records, but -disruptions "from
the Year 2000 computer glitch probably are manageable. two senators
investigating the problem say.
"We will probably not know until we go through IC Sen. Robert
Bennett, R-Utah, said Sunday.
At issue is what will. happen on Jan. 1. 2000, when older computer systems misread the year 2000 as 1900.
"We will probably not have meltdown. This will not be the end
of the world as we know it, the way some Web sites are predicting," Bennett said.
Bennett and Sen. Christopher Dodd. D-Conn., who appeared together on CBS' "Face the Nation," plan to issue a report on possible
ramifications from the Y2K computer problem.
A draft version of the report concludes that aviation airways will
be safe, nuclear,weap9ps will stay in their silos and most power grids
will work.
But the lawmakers also pointed to major problems in foreign countries, notably Russia. In the United States, they said, there could be
minor disruptions in food and energy supplies, health care and finan-

History
lesson
Murray High School students
at Friday's Black History Program watch as Jearlyn Martin,
queen of last year's program,
is escorted into the MHS gym
by MarKise Foster (top
photo). The guest speaker
was James Payne Jr., (far left,
left photo) a 1989 MHS graduate now living in Fort Wayne,
Ind., shown talking to club adviser John Karanja.
DAVID BLACKBURN
Ledger & Times photos
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"It probably wasn't a bad idea
to shoot first and ask questions
later," said Martin Nissenbaum,
national director of tax planning
at the Ernst & Young accounting
firm. "Now you can sit in the
calm of 1999 and actually run the
numbers."
Taxpayers have until April 15
— and possibly up to Oct. 15 if

Report coming on
computer, glitch

16
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GOING TO THE DANCE...Aubrey Reese's buzzer-beating shot gave the Murray State University Racers an automatic bid
to the NCAA Tournament. Pictured are members of the team holding the OVC championship trophy. Pairings for the
64-team tournament will be announced Sunday.

4

Today

so well-known.
For instance, the city and county do not
have one specific structure designated as
an emergency shelter.
"Murray is not a major metropolitan
area," said Steen. "There's no formal, puttogether center for people to go to."
There are, however, a number of alternatives. Buildings such as Union Planters
main branch, Faculty Hall, the Murray Post
Office and Calloway County Middle School

Lottery to
offer more
drawings

14
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Plan outlines Murray's response

See Page 2

Senators want law to end
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
both political parties having been
burned by special prosecutors, the
Independent Counsel Act almost
certainly will be allowed to die
this year, key senators say.
"I don't think it is fixable,"
Sen-ate Democratic leader—Tem
Daschle of South Dakota said Sunday on ABC's "This Week." "The
time has come for us to close the
books and try to find another way
within the Justice Department itself
to handle these responsibilities."
The law was enacted in 1978
in the wake of the Watergate scandal. It gives outside prosecutors

the freedom to investigate government wrongdoing without concern of interference from the president or the Justice Department.
But there is almost no sentiment for renewing the law when
its authority—expires June 30.
Republicans held up reauthorization rot. 18 months in 1992
because of anger over Independent Counsel Lawrence Walsh's
long and expensive inquiry into
the Iran-Contra affair. Democrats
now say that Kenneth Starr's
extended pursuit of President Clin-

II See Page 2
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DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger & Times photo
UP TO THE CHALLENGE: Edwin Russell of Marshall County
High School balances a tennis ball on a tower formed by
shafts of uncooked spaghetti, rubber bands, kite string and
gum wrappers. The project was part of the problem-solving
competition in the West Kentucky Technology Education
Challenge, sponsored Saturday by Murray State University's
Department of Industry and Technology.

From Page 1

as dialysis or

heart

monitoring

machines, Dodd said.
services.
Bennett said most U.S. power
"What you ought to do is pregrids
will be fine, and "at worst
pare for a good storm, a hurricane, a storm where you'd like we're going to have some
two or three days of ... water and brownouts" in rural areas.
Edward Yardeni, chief econocanned goods and the like," Dodd
said. People should not withdraw mist for Deutsche Bank Securimoney from banks, he said, but ties, who also appeared on CBS,
they might want to save their said he was in a minority of economists who believe the computer
financial statements.
One area of concern. Dodd said, problem could cause a global recesis that some 90 percent of the sion with the breakdown of invennation's 800.000 doctors' offices are tory control systems.
not prepared for the millennium
bug, possibly resulting in tempoBennett noted that one effect
rary loss of medical records.
would be "a flight to quality," in
Richer hospitals will be prepared, which people take money out of
but "we are very, very worried" countries where they fear an "infraabout what could happen in urban structure meltdown." One impact
or rural hospitals not moving quick- may be that the rich get richer
ly enough to fix equipment such and the poor get poorer, he said.

cipl

same as the projection for fiscal
1998. It was the first time the
lottery hadn't set its sales goal
higher than the year before.
The lottery beat its 1998 goal,
finishing the year with $586 million in total sales. This year, however, officials predict sales will
come in about $23 million below
the $577 million projection.
"Realistically, 'as a long-term
proposition, we have to have better ways to meet the competition,"
Summers said.
Officials claim they need new
options because competition from
the riverboats comes at a time
when the lottery has been around
for nearly 10 years and some of
the games are not considered fresh
by players.
One example is Lotto Kentucky,
the first online game for the state
lottery. The lottery started in April
1989 with instant-ticket sales and
added Lotto Kentucky in October
1989.
There have been odds changes
for Lotto Kentucky over the years,
but the game has been in the same
form for 10 years, and sales are
flat. The lottery's budget projects
that Lotto Kentucky sales for fiscal 1999 will fall $12 million

below actual sales from the previous year.
Jackpots depend mostly on sales,
so sluggish sales have been a factor in jackpots going up more
slowly this year than at any time
in the lottery's history.
Redman said it's unclear exactly what changes the lottery will
make to Lotto Kentucky.
Kentucky's new midday Pick 3
and Pick 4 drawings are expected to increase profits. Pick 3 is
one of the lottery's most popular
games, finishing the last fiscal year
as the second-largest money maker
behind instant tickets.
Staring March 15, there will be
a drawing for both games at 1:20
p.m. Monday through Saturday, as
well as the nightly drawings at
10:57 p.m.
The afternoon drawings could
bring in $10 million extra a year
for the lottery, Redman said.
The lottery has the authority to
add any number of daily drawings to its games. But officials
said there has been no talk of
adding more prize drawings during the day to Pick 3 and Pick
4, or to other games.
There is a point at which extra
drawings would only take away
from other sales, Summers said.
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MOVING ON: Jacinda Lewis and Joshua Lewis, and David
and Jesse Morrison, members of the Calloway County Home
School Chess Club, pose with their trophies Thursday as
they prepare to go on to the state level of competition.

tax contributions to be withdrawn
tax-free, provided the account has
been open for at least five tax
years and the investor is age 59
1/2 or older.
Traditional IRAs have the same
$2,000 annual contribution limit
as a Roth, but they differ in that
taxes are due on the amount withdrawn at the end. Most tax advisLater that night, CCFR re- ers say a Roth IRA sharply lowsponded to a fire that slightly dam- ers the overall tax bill because
aged a vacant Shady Oaks Mobile the money paid in was taxed at
a lower rate.
Home residence.
But there are some pitfalls that
The fire, which was reported at
11:43 p.m., was out by the time 14 some people may not have realfirefighters arrived in three trucks. ized when they switched to a Roth
IRA.
a CCFR report said.
For one thing, because only
The blaze was confined to the
living room and kitchen areas, and individuals and married couples
most of the damage was Caused by earning less than $100,000 annually can make such a conversion,
smoke, the report said.
The cause is unknown. The some taxpayers may have to switch
owner, Jack Norsworthy, asked that back to a traditional IRA because
the matter not be investigated, ac- their income was higher than anticipated.
cording to a CCFR spokesman.

Spontaneous combustion
blamed for small fire
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Spontaneous combustion caused
by a build-up of heat in piles of
chicken droppings is being blamed
for a small fire that damaged a
Woodcock Drive structure.
The fire Saturday night burned a
wooden post and part of the rafters
of a chicken coop owned by
Dwayne Hale, according to a Calloway County Fire-Rescue report.
Fourteen firefighters and four
trucks responded to the fire, which
had almost burned itself out by the
time they arrived, just after 8 p.m.
Saturday, the report said.

Others did not know that the
amount converted to a Roth IRA
is counted as income by the IRS
in terms of the impact on other
tax benefits, such as the new $400
child tax credit, the new education credits or many deductions.
These credits are phased out once
a taxpayer's adjusted gross income
passes certain levels. For some
taxpayers, it may make sense to
switch back to a traditional IRA
so that those benefits are not lost,
Ernst & Young's Nissenbaum said.
"There are a whole litany of
things that tie into your adjusted
gross income," he said.
Other tax benefits possibly
affected include miscellanegus
deductions for such things as unreimbursed business expenses, personal exemptions and itemized
deductions and medical deductions.
All of these can be reduced or
lost once income reaches certain
thresholds.
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are all designated as shelters.
Steen and Jean Masthay, director
of the American Red Cross in
Find out today about our low interest, low payment loans to pay
bills. make home
Murray, said that churches would
improvements or for any purpose with no appraisal required. Take advantage
of these
be the primary form of shelter in
special loan programs by calling the mortgage professionals at ONELOA
N today'
an emergency.
In the event of mass destruction, Cedar Lake Resort and Kenlake have areas designated as campsites.
Restaurants like Sirloin Stockade would become eating areas,
as residents would be issued
rationing cards.
The plan would also allow Murray to use the Kentucky National
Guard for assistance. In extreme
cases, roadblocks would be set up
r..Prept.ern,frummxigi ("Pm or-7,19,49Mrtrtet,fr
to isolate the damaged areas.
The Red Cross is also an inteServing the area with Honesty & Experience
gral part of the plan.
Installations • Commercial • Residential • Restaurant Equipmerit
"The Red Cross is to provide
• Mobile Homes• Window Units
food and sheltering, according to
Owned & Operated By .
753-99
11
Carbon Monoxide Testing
the county plan," Masthay said."We
Glenn C'oxxev
9307 State Rt.
have
agreements with several
24 hr. Emergency
94E Murray
Methodist churches to provide shelters."
Calloway County is also designated as a host county in case
of a nuclear attack. The plan states
that Murray would receive people
from McCracken and Marshall
The BOSS IS BACK and has cooked
counties during time of a nuclear
up a tasty new treat for you — the
war.
Texas "T" Burger!
"I think some people would
come down from Paducah, too,"
•Lg. Burger On Texas Toast
said Steen.
with pickles, onions, lettuce & special sauce
The plan is also under almost
*Onion Rings
constant revision, according to
*Medium Drink ONLY $3.
Steen. For example, there is cur8
9
rently a draft written to establish
a siren protocol procedure that
would call for the outdoor warning siren system to be tested on
the first Friday of every third
month (June. September and
806 Chestnut St. • 753-0045
December).
The warning siren is currently
scheduled to be tested on March
9 in observance of Severe Weather Week.

Texas "T" Burger

might be to return investigative
ton shows the law is not work- authority to the, Justice
Departing.
ment.
"Ken Starr has demonstrated
"For 180 years, we had a good
the excesses and the extreme to system. It • can work. It can
work
which an independent counsel can again. We don't need this
indego unless you have limits on that pendent counsel statute," Sen.
work," said Sen. Carl Levin, D- Christopher Dodd. D-Conn
., said
Mich., an author of the 1978 law. on NBC's "Meet the Press."
House and Senate 'committees
Dodd said the old system worked
plan hearings this week en- the—even -when President- Nixon fired
act.
special counsel Archibald Cox in
Senators from both parties said 1973 because of his probe into
Sunday that the ultimate solution Watergate.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

A Murray map has been returned by Indianapolis officials to
face felony charges'thathe had sex
last spring with a girl who was 13
years old at the time.
Murray police brought Joel M.
Mardis, 30, Friday afternoon. He
remained in the Calloway County
Jail Monday morning in lieu of a
$20,000 cash-only bond on charges
of second-degree rape and seconddegree sodomy.
According to a police affidavit,
the girl said she 'Was spending the
night at the North Sixth Street
home of a female friend in midApril 1998.
Mardis allegedly came into the
bedroom where she was sleeping,
asked to come into the living room,
then asked to have sex with her,
which she consented to, the affidavit said.
Earlier that week, Mardis allegedly asked the girl to perform oral
sex On him, which she did, the affidavit said.
Mardis was arrested in Indianapolis in mid-December on an unspecified charge.
In other matters. a Benton man
charged with making methamphetamine has been released from

'the local jail after posting a
$10,000 surety bond.
Calloway County sheriffs deputies charged,Keith Gordon, 23, with
manufacturing meth, a Class B felony, and possession of drug paraphernalia, a Class A misdemeanor.
The arrest stems from a combined effort by Calloway officials,
the Marshall County Sheriff's Department. and a Ballard County
sheriffs deputy who is also a certified lab technician with the Jackson
Purchase Drug Task Force, Calloway Sheriff Stan Scott said.
An informant last Thursday
tipped off authorities to a meth lab
in the woods near the Calloway.
Marshall line.
Officials from the three agencies
found a tent, two jars of anhydrous
ammonia and a quart jar containing.
liquid and a solid substance that;
was later determined to be meth;;
Scott said.
They also found evidence or
items commonly used to make:
meth, he said - starter fluid cans,:
denatured alcohol containers, cut•".
open lithium batteries and pseu-1
doephedrine tablets.
Scott said authorities ate..s.tt
looking for two other Benton men.
who will face the same charges as;
Gordon.
At Curves

We're....tall • short • young • thin
• full-figured • middle aged • ingle
mothers • grandmothers • seniors etc.

No one likes to think about insurance, but everyone needs it. So whether it's
Auto, Home, Business or Life Insurance you're looking for, you owe it to
yourself to call me and find out how my experience,
my commitment to personal service, and Grange
Insurance can safeguard everything that's
important in your life.

INSURANCE
roar partner in protection
Le Oifer--

Quickfit - a complete 30 minute total workout
Privacy - women only
A comfortable,friendly environment
lk Affordable monthly dues
Fast. Fun Fitness that's effective'
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Absence of working moms studied

AROUND THE NATION
Convicted church leader ponders fate
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP) — With a possible seven-year
prison sentence ahead of him, the Rev. Henry Lyons, convicted
of racketeering and grand theft, pondered his uncertain future in
a safe haven — his church.
The president of the National Baptist Convention USA, who on
Saturday was found guilty of swindling millions of dollars, spent
Sunday preaching to his congregation at Bethel Metropolitan Church
in St. Petersburg.
Prior to services, which were closed to the media, Lyons said:
"I've got to sit down with my deacons and with my wife and
with my family and see what we're going to do."
He added: "I'll be doing some praying."

Massachusetts boy found dead
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NORTON, Mass. (AP) — One need only look at the snow
covering this rural town to see how hard everyone searched for
little Corey Anderson.
Within a mile of his gray, clapboard home, there wasn't a
snowbank, not a yard, not a ditch untrampled by the feet of hundreds of rescuers.
On Sunday, a furious' four-day search for the 9-year-old who
wandered into a storm looking for his dog, Jasmine, came to an
end when a searcher spotted Corey's lifeless body curled up on
the banks of a partially frozen brook only 300 yards from his
home.
"He was lying on his left side.... He was trying to get dry,"
said Massachusetts State Police Trooper Paul Hartley, his voice
cracking as he described the end of the agonizing search.
Divers had passed the spot several times but missed Corey.
Perhaps, they said, he was covered by snow that has since begun
melting under the New England rain.

CDC hosts conference on illness
ATLANTA (AP) — In the eight years since the Persian Gulf
War's end, thousands of soldiers have complained of chronic,
unexplained maladies such as fatigue, joint pain and memory loss.
Yet the so-called Gulf War syndrome has stumped medical specialists. Researchers have been unable to link the symptoms of
those who served in the 1991 war to any particular disease or
biological agent, although the government has acknowledged the
illnesses are real.
On Sunday, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
began a three-day conference in which doctors, scientists and veterans' advocates hope to develop recommendations for future
research.
CDC spokeswoman Gail Hayes said researchers are trying to
understand the relationship between chemical exposures during the
war and illnesses from which the veterans say they suffer.

Biographer to publish unseen work
WASHINGTON (AP) — A new biographer of Walt Whitman
will publish early poems not seen, he says, since they were in
newspapers for which the -poet worked more than 150 years ago.
Jerome Loving's "Walt • Whitman — The Song of Himself," to
be published March 11, is the first full-length critical biography
of the poet in 40 years. The author conducted exhaustive research
of old newspaper files.
When he was in his 20s. Whitman still was .writing rhymed
verse in regular meter. He abandoned that style for free verse in
"Leaves of Grass," his master work.
Whitman became editor of the daily Brooklyn Eagle at 26.
Soon after, he apparently wrote an elegy called -Change," not
identified as his until now.
Loving argues that although the work is unsigned, that was a
usual practice at the time because it was thought a clear identification of the author would divert attention from the poem's
solemnity.
Loving points out that the subject of the poem — Whitman's
predecessor as editor, William B. Marsh — is also unnamed, as
was Abraham Lincoln in Whitman's famous elegy "When Lilacs
Last in the Dooryard Bloom'd."
Loving also has unearthed forgotten but important prose that
foreshadows Whitman's later work.
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Calloway, Murray High
win at Governor's Cup
Calloway County High School
students finished fourth in overall
team competition at the Regional
Governor's Cup competition held
on Feb. 27, while Murray High
School students registered individual wins for their school.
Here is a list of individual winners from the two schools:
• Mathematics and Written
Assessment: third place, Austin
Webb, Calloway County.

WASHINGTON(AP)— A study
, evaluating the development and
health of more than 6,000 youngsters suggests that children of
women who work outside the home
suffer no permanent harm because
of their mother's absence.
"I found there was no difference between children whose mothers were employed versus children
whose mothers Were not employed .
during the first three years," said
Elizabeth Harvey, a psychologist
at the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst. "Being employed is
not going to harm the children."
Harvey's study, published in the
March issue of the journal Developmental Psychology, came to a
different conclusion than some earlier studies of the same group of
children. The new work examined
the children at a later age, 12
years old.
This suggests, said David Eggebeen of Pennsylvania State University, who co-authored an earlier study, that problems detected
in children of working mothers at
age 3 and 4 may have gone away
by the time the children were 12.
"Harvey's study suggests that
the number of hours spent away
from home is not as important as
the quality of parenting," said Lindsay Chase-Lansdale, an associate
professor of human development
at the University of Chicago. She
called the Harvey study "an important contribution" but not the final
answer on issues relating to children and working mothers.
In the study. Harvey used_data
from the National Longitudinal
Survey of Youth, an in-depth interview study of 12,000 young peo-
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language development, academic ment was associated with more
achievement, self-esteem
and compliant children," said Harvey.
behavior problems. Some of the "The children (of later-working
results were based on reports of mothers) were better behaved"
the parents.
between the ages of three and
In comparison with children of four.
mothers who did not work, HarBut, she noted, "the difference
vey said she found no statistical- was very tiny and disappeared by
ly significant difference in any of the 4ge of 5," she said.
the measures.
Another slight difference, apparent
only in the scientific tests,
However, when comparing children within the group of mothers was linked to the number of hours
who had outside employment, Har- per week worked by the mothers,
vey found very slight differences, the researcher said.
that were dependent on how many
"The more hours the mother,
hours the mother worked and how worked per week during the first
soon she started work after the three years, the lower the chilchild was born. Some women in dren's language development and
the study returned to work as academic achievement," Harvey
quickly as four weeks after giv- said. "But, again, these effects
ing birth, while others waited three were very tiny — so small you
years.
would have a hard time detecting
"Returning to work later and them."
having more breaks in employBy the age of 10, the differ-

.."The message should be that
being at home during the early
years, or being employed during
those years, are both good choices," Harvey said. "Both can result
in healthy, well-developed _children."
Developmental Psychology is a
peer-reviewed journal published by
the American Psychological Association.

M.P.H.

Psychiatry
Announces the expansion of
his outpatient practice at
MedicaltArts'Building, Suite 283W
:Murray. Ky. 4-2Q71 • For appointments call
502-762-1575

(eR

on Cavanagh specializes in the diagnosis and treatment of adults'
and older adolescents with general psychiatric needs including_
alcolioiand/or chemical dependency. lie is a participating provider
with Medicare. Anthem (including Option 2000) and most area ..->
company- pips.
.

Do you
have a CD
or IRA
maturing?

OUR CURRENT
FLEX II ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

Dr. Cavanagh canted his medical degree froin.Ne%:Thrk Medical
College. Valhalla. N.Y.. and his master's degree in-public health from
the Boston University School of Medicine. His internship and
residency were completed at tile National Medical Center. lie is
certified by the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology and by
examination with the American Society of Addiction Medicine.

5.50%

Cavanagh welcomes physician referrals and self-referrals. To
schednie an appointment with or. Cavanagh. call (502) 762-1575.

Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Company offers Flex II a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions less any applicable maintenance fees accumulate wealth for the
future Early surrender charges apply

• Science and Written Assessment: third place, Wesley Hart,
Murray.
• Composition: third place, Elizabeth Allen, Murray.
• Future Problem Solving Team:
second place, Calloway County;
third place, Murray.
• Language Arts Written Assessment: first place, John Clayton,
Calloway County; fourth place.
Christina S
.ames, Murray.

ence in academic achievement went
away. She said the language development difference "never went
away in the data, but got continuously smaller by the age of 12."
Fundamentally, said Harvey, the
study suggests issues exist in raising children that are more impmtant than outside employment of
the mother. These include the quality of the parent-child relationship
and the quality of the child's daycare arrangement, she said.

Ron J. Cavan

ple between the ages of. 14 and
22 that started in 1979. Harvey
concentrated on children _born to
the women in the study after 1980.
The children were assessed every
other year from 1986 to -1994.
. There were more than 6,000
children of all races in Harvey's
study, most evaluated more than
once. The youngest child assessed
was 3, the oldest 12.
Harvey used standard psychological tests to evaluate children's

Ron

NI.P.II.

Psych laity
mcci I Mental health Services

753-4703
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• Free College
Information Night

We've been in business

for adults beginning
or returning to college to
earn an undergraduate degree

since 1869. That makes us 130 years
old

We've witnessed the inventions of several time-

FIND OUT ABOUT:
saving conveniences, including the bread slicer

,
1••

•.4.

•
• Careers
•• Financial Aid
•• Admission Procedures
•
• Campus Resources to Help Students
•
• Evening & Weekend Degrees

introduced in the 1920's. Over the years, one thing
that has remained constant is our commitment to
your convenience. We have over 800 locatiOns, and

Thursday', March 4, 1999**6-9 p.m.
Murray State University
Curris Center, Mississippi Room

1,000 ATMs in, 12 states — now that's convenience, any

Call 1-800-669-7654 or 762-2392 by March 3 to register.
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A crowd for the job
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
job title alone is worth savoring
— Director of Golf.
In the universe of state government jobs. it has to rank among
the more enticing. Certainly more
than, say. Director of Waste Management.
When word broke the job might
rounds of golf. two nights lodgbe open last week, Parks Com- which accounts for his degree.
He was superintendent of the ing and two dinners for only $115
missioner Kenny Rapier said he
Montgomery County and Rowan through March, double occupanwas swamped with inquiries.
County schools before he was cy, tax, gratuities and cart not
No wonder.
With the possible exception of elected state superintendent of pub- included.
hauling the clubs out tof the trunk, lic instruction in 1987. The superHe's also been to golf shows
there does not seem to be a lot intendent's job duties were dis- in Louisville and Nashville, Tenn.
of heavy lifting involved with the solved in the 1990 Kentucky Edu- He's organized a meeting for greens
cation Reform Act before the posi- superintendents.
job.
The state has 16 golf courses, tion was abolished two years later.
Brock said he really doesn't
which have 187 full time and seaBrock had one more unhappy have much to do with the proj. brush with elective politics in 1990 _Ms _to _build new golf courses at
sonal employees.
But dii-ecting them is not actu- when he ran in the Democratic Yatesville Dam, Dale Hollow, Min-all-.V---the-,job -of director of -golf primary for -13,--Senate with the eral Mounds and Kincaid Lake
The resident golf professionals run nominal support of then-Gov. Wal- state parks or expansions at Penthe courses and they report to the lace Wilkinson. Brock lost to Har- nyrile and My Old Kentucky Home
managers of the various state parks. vey Sloane.
parks.
Brock had a stint as director
The job description for direcBut about 30 percent of his
tor of golf is contained in just of the Government Services Cen- time has been spent on the projunder two typewritten pages. but ter, state government's in-house ect to build an 18-hole course at
it boils down to visiting a lot of education and training operation Pine Mountain State Park.
before he landed the plum job.
golf courses.
Brock is a native of Bell CounBrock, 61, insists he stays busy ty and is in line to move back
While there, the director is to
make
recommendations
for as director.
there to manage the state park,
improvements, ,visit pro shops and
But he has also kept his 4 once Rapier observes the formalisit. maintenance areas.
handicap.
ities of posting the job and takLiving on a golf course devel- ing applications.
The description also calls for
the director to meet with golf mer- opment in Frankfort might help.
Rapier said Brock has been
chandisers and 'maintenance equipThis year, the director is over- especially bedeviled by the Pine
ment companies and recommend seeing the leasing of a batch of Mountain development, which has
" to someone else what the state ought new golf carts — -295 of them. included controversial issues of wetto have at its courses.
in fact — and deciding which lands usage and a protracted fight
•
But Rapier said the job is no courses should get new ones. The over a land swap.
day at the course.
old ones will go to the state's 9"It's not been the plum everyThe -incumbent is John Brock, hole courses.
body thought it would be," Rapiwho holds a doctoral degree in
And he puts together the pack- er said. "He's earned his money
ages for golfers that the Parks since I've been here."
education and a 4 handicap.
Brock used to be an educator, Department promotes — three
All $61,354.56 Of it a year.

KENTUCKY EDITORIALS
Lexington Herald-Leader
Interagency finger-pointing and buck-passing isn't
'going to put girls on an equal footing with boys
in Kentucky high school sports.
So we'd suggest that the state school board and
the Kentucky High School Athletic Association stop
squabbling over responsibilities and start cooperating in developing a method for assuring the equality guaranteed under the federal law known as
Title IX.
The school board wants the KHSAA to take
the lead on enforcing Title IX. but KHSAA officials say it's not their job. On this part of the
debate, we tend to side with the school board —
for purely practical reasons.
If the KHSAA is going to run high school
sports in this state, it ought to be responsible for
all aspects of oversight, including enforcement of
Title IX. ...
Besides, one of the best ways to encourage sexual parity in athletics is by linking participation in
KHSAA activities to Title IX compliance. No equality, no interscholastic competition. Let that threat
hang over-a-school, and see how fast-everyone in
the community demands compliance. ...
Having said all that, we, and the state school
board, must recognize that the KHSAA does not
now have either the monetary resources or the personnel to do an adequate job of Title IX enforcement. If we want the KHSAA to assume this
responsibility, we, as a state, have the responsibility to provide the tools necessary for monitoring
compliance by the 283 high schools that are members of this association.
Equally important. if we give this job to the

KHSAA, the state school board also has the responsibility to support the agency when it makes tough
enforcement decisions. ...
Whether or not KHSAA winds up being responsible for Title IX, everyone involved in this ongoing discussion needs to stop making excuses and
start figuring out the best way to make equality
of access a reality in Kentucky.
The Kentucky Post,. Covington
Would you want your child educated by an
eighth-grade dropout?
Of course not. But with Kentucky's lack of regulations. an elementary-school dropout can teach
her child at home, no questions asked.
That's what's happening in the Dehner household, where Sandra Dehner, a 40-year-old single
mother who didn't finish the eighth grade, is homeschooling her 14-year-old daughter, Stephanie. ...
Even Mrs. Dehner agrees that this is not a good
situation. "I'm not educated enough to home school."
she told The Post. "I can only help her so much."
This is a typical math lesson for Stephanie: Go
to the grocery store and add the bill. Or tinker on
the home computer_ Some .days, there is no schedule, of classes. Some days, there are no classes at
all.
The tragedy for Stephanie is obvious. By most
any yardstick. her classes at home, such as they
are, fall short of a good education.
The tragedy for all of us is that this type of
home schooling is allowed to occur. Without regulations, parents with no qualifications can remove
their children from classrooms.
And as the trend of home schooling rises, the
practice needs safeguards. ...

WASHINGTON (AP) — This
is a city of inspiration, and spite,
of spring bloom and eternal ambition, a low-rise marble capital that
tourists honor and critics malign.
For one-fifth of the millennium now nearing its close, Washington has been the game board
on which American politics fights
its battles.
"Washington's main business is
politics and this is savage business," New York Times columnist
James Reston wrote in 1964. "Those
who succeed here have almost
more power than they can use,
those who fail, more regrets than
they can bear."
Alice Roosevelt Longworth, a
tart-tongued presidential daughter,
knew she would not lack for company when she placed a sofa pillow in her Washington living room
embroidered with the words,"If you
haven't got anything nice to say
about anyone, come and sit next
to me."
"Things get very lonely in Washington sometimes," Woodrow WO
son told a St. Louis audience in
1919, deep into his losing battle
to persuade the Senate to ratify
American participation in the
League of Nations.
"The real voice of the great
people in America sounds faint
and distant in that strange city,"
Wilson said. "You hear politics
until you wish both parties were
smothered in their own gas."
"Nothing ever gets settled in
this town," Secretary of State
George Shultz told a congressional committee in 1986 during the
furor over the Reagan administration's Iran-Contra affair and a
dozen years before President Clinton's impeachment battle.
"It is a seething debating society in which the debate never
stops, in which people never give
up, including me," Shultz said.

POLITIC.‘L NLN1 S kN 11.YSIS

LAWRENCE L..KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
"And that's the atmosphere in which
you administer."
The capital is a place where
people can see the best and the
worst about American society, often
at the same time.
"To Washington, central star of
the constellation, may it enlighten
the whole," said a hopeful and
diplomatic Marquis de Lafayette
as he toasted the city during his
triumphal return visit to America
in 1824.
"Look to the city of Washington and let the virtuous patriots
of the country weep at the spectacle," a political pamphlet said
the same year. "There corruption
is springing into existence and fast
flourishing."
Once the 19th century city threw
off its scraggly beginnings and
became a stage for government,
the leaders of Washington became
self-absorbed.
"Washington talks about itself
and about almost nothing else; it
is in a positive quest of an identity of some sort," author Henry
James wrote in his 1907 "American Scene."
To this day, people keep trying
to define or defame the place,
generally in view of their own
experience.
"This is a town where sound
travels faster than light," said Joseph
Canzeri, a staffer in George Bush's
White House.
"Washington is a pool of money,
surrounded by people who want
it,- television newsman David
Brinkley said in 1988.

"The D.C. stands for Desperate Cases, a numerosity which
abounds here," humorist Artemus
Ward wrote in 1898. "Others have
suggested it stands for "Deposit
Cash."
Washington, said humorist Irvin
Cobb, is a good place to go crazy
because it will not be noticed.
President Eisenhower is purported
to have said the problem with Washington was that "everyone has been
too long away from home."
"In this cold and ruthless city,
the center of hypocrisy is Capitol
Hill," Newt Gingrich said in 1989.
In the next decade he would win
and lose the speake;ship of the
House of Representatives.
"In Washington it is an honor
to have been disgraced," editorialist Meg Greenfield reasoned in
the 1980s. "You have to have been
someone to fall."
Still, it remains the capital from
which Thomas Jefferson dispatched
the Lewis and Clark Expedition,
where Abraham Lincoln organized
the winning of the Civil War,
where Franklin Roosevelt fought
the Great Depression, where John
F. Kennedy planned a mission to
the moon, where the everyday
work of government eventually
gets done.
'Observing Washington is like
looking at the insides of a clock
for the first time," said the Spectator in 1978.
"Here is it all wheels, cogs,
checks, balances, the power of the
mainspring of elective 'democracy."

•

me may be right

WASHINGTON (AP) — An
unexpected consequence of the
Monica Lewinsky affair could be
that voters will be more willing
to have a woman in the White
House — not as first lady, but as
commander in chief. The thinking
is that a woman would be better
at restoring honesty and ethics to
the office.
Americans already are accustomed to seeing women in high
places. Nine senators are women.
Female military officers, female
astronauts, female business executives are not so rare as they once
were.
And even though some people
still don't like the idea of women
in politics, a poll last year indicated that 90 percent of adults would
vote for a woman as their party's
presidential nominee if she were
qualified. In 1972, the figure was
70 percent.
Moreover, a quarter of 1,200
adults surveyed last month said
they think a female president would
be better than a man at "improving honesty and ethics in Washington" — not an unimportant factor in the aftermath of the 13month scandal over President Clinton's affair with a former White
House intern.
At one time, a considerable
number of men — especially bluecollar workers and older men —
said they would not support a
woman for president. but "that's
no longer true," said Democratic
pollster Celinda Lake. "A lot of
older, blue-collar men want their
daughters to be president," Lake
said.
Still, that 10 percent of voters
who aren't sold on the idea of a
woman as commander in chief
would matter in a tight race.
"What we don't know yet," said
Linda DiVall, a Republican pollster, "is if some of these older
voters are more inclined now to
support a woman because of-their
belief that a woman would be the
best to return integrity to the White
House."
Twenty-three countries have had
female prime ministers or presidents. While American voters elect
increasing numbers of women to
legislative positions, they hesitate
to put them in executive leadership positions. Lake said.
"We saw that in the guberna-

AP NEWS ANALYSIS

DEB RIECHMANN
Associated Press Writer
tonal races in the last election,"
Ferraro predicted that Elizabeth
DiVall says. "We had a record Dole, who refers to the next presnumber of women running for gov- ident as "he or she" and is a
ernor and most of them lost. Basi- potential candidate for the Repubcally, the only women who were lican presidential nomination, will
elected were women who were not be nominated. But Ferraro said-incumbents."
Mrs. Dole could wind up as the
"For any woman running for GOP's vice presidential nominee,
president, the first imperative is which she said woad • pressure
that she project gravitas," wrote Democrats to nominate a woman
former Rep. Patricia Schroeder, D- for vice president. too.
Colo., in an opinion piece in The
Ferraro offered some political
New York Times.
advice to first lady Hillary RodFormer Rep. Shirley Chisholm, ham Clinton, who is considering
D-N.Y., who in 1972 became the a bid for a Senate seat from New
first woman to seek the presiden- York: Don't do it yet. Write a
tial nomination of a major politi- book, run for the Senate from Illical party, said some voters believe nois in 2004, and "then she's our
that a woman would never have presidential candidate in 2008."
the salmi kind of personal trouContinuing to see women in powbles as Clinton.
erful positions — Madeleine
"I've heard a lot of men say, Albright traversing the world as
'Look, these men are messing up. secretary of state and Janet Reno
Maybe it is time to give a woman at the helm of the Justice Departan oppOrtunity,— said Chisholm, ment — is what will convince vot74.
ers that a woman is capable of
Gender, however, will never be leading the free world, Sen. Dianne
the deciding factor in choosing a Feinstein, D-Calif., said.
president, said former New York
_ "I really don't think a woman
congresswoman Geraldine Ferraro, just for the sake of being a woman
the Democratic vice presidential can win," Feinstein said. "I think
candidate in 1984 with Walter Mon- she's got to do the apprenticeships.
dale.
she's got to have the credentials."
"I don't think the American pubFormer President Ford, in a
lic is going to turn around and speech last week, said the most
say, 'I will vote for her because likely scenario for a woman becomshe's a woman, because she's pure ing president would be if she were
and she's not going to get in trou- a vice president and the president,
ble,— Ferraro said. "They may con- a man, "should die or get shot or
sider it, but I don't think they'll whatever."
vote on it. They'll look at the per"And that's the last time," Ford
son and say, 'Where is this per- said to applause, "that we'll ever
son on the issues?"
have a male president."
Y
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E4Th1S
Mrs. Eurah E. Phillips

Mrs. Vera M. Taylor, 90, died Saturday, Feb. 27, 1999, at 8:20
a.m. at Medco of Paducah.
She and her husband, the late John G. (Jack) Taylor, had operated the Holiday Restaurant in Aurora for many years.
Survivors include two sons, Harlan (Lee) Taylor and wife, Zoe
Lightfoot, Marion, Ill., and John B. Taylor and wife, Barbara,
Huntsville, Ala.; two grandsons, John L. Taylor and wife, Cindy,
and David Taylor, Marion, Ill.
Graveside services will be Tuesday -at 11 a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis will officiate:
Visitation will be after 9:30 a.m. Tuesday at the Miller Funeral Home of Murray.

Mrs. Maudie C. Bryan
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Albert (Sambo) Harrell, 89, Patterson Road, Calvert City, died
Saturday. Feb. 27, 1999, at 4:45 a.m. at Calvert City Convalescent Center.
He was retired from Airco Carbide and a heavy equipment
operator and farmer. He was a member of Calvert City Church
of Christ, Calvert City Masonic Lodge, Farm Bureau, Calvert City
Lions Club, Calvert City and Possum Trot Fire Departments and
a Kentucky Colonel.
Preceding him in death were one son, Dr. Wayne T. Harrell
and wife, Bertha Riley Harrell; two grandchildren, Lois Harrell
and Ann Harrell; three sisters, Dona Coursey. Juanita Lamb and
Lona McGregor; two brothers, Etheridge and Harry Harrell. He
was the son of the late John James Harrell and Attie Gillihan
Harrell.
Survivors include his. wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Howard Harrell; one
daughter, Mrs. Judy Jean Harrell Tongate, Nashville, Tenn.; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Gladys Harrell, Calvert City; four grandchildren;
five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Ralph Steury and Lance Cordie will
officiate. Burial will follow in Bethlehem Cemetery, Benton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Wayne T. Harrell Memorial Scholarship Fund, c/o Alumni Association, Murray
State University, Murray, KY 42071 or to Calvert City Convalescent Center, PO. Box 7. Calvert City, 42029.
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Need Money?
Bring almost any item
in for Cash Loan
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For Many...
The Untinate
Hearing Aid!

Vicki Oliver
Hearing Instrument Specialist

price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071

713 South 4th St. • Murray, KY • 753-6800
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We believe you should control the cost by
selecting only sermces important to you Our
General Price List offers a full range of traditional.
and not so traditional services. That way you and
your foiMllyidll select services appropriate to
your needs and budget
Then we assist an informed consumer to make an
intelligent decision. we can assure the best value.
in funeral service We invite you to call us to find
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Hardin Curtis Green, 60. Centerville, Tenn., brother of Bruce
Green of Murray, died Friday, Feb. 26, 1999, at his home.
He was correctional officer for the Tumey Center, Centerville.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Gynell Green; three daughters,
Mrs. Arona Street, Columbia, Tenn., Mrs. Tammy Jones, Dickson,
Tenn., and Mrs. Melissa Naser, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates;
one son, Jason Green, White Bluff, Tenn.; one sister, Ms. Jeanette
Green, Centerville; three brothers, Bruce of Murray, Floyd Green.
Newark, Del., and Bobby Greer!, Orlando, Fla.; seven grandchildren.
The funeral was Saturday with McDonald Funeral Home, Centerville, in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Beatrice Baker

Mrs. Beatrice Baker, formerly
of Paducah, died Wednesday. Feb.
24, 1999, at 4:50 p.m. at Blue
Ash Nursing Home, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Her late husband, Claude Baker,
operated Baker Oldsmobile in Pad.
ucah for many years. One daughMrs. Maudie C. Bryan, 91, Benton, died Saturday, Feb. 27,
ter, Joan Baker Billington of Mur1999, at 8 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Marshall County Hosray, preceded her in death. Born
pital.
in McCracken County, she was
A member of Briensburg Baptist Church, she was a retired
the daughter of the late Dr. Robert
cook from House of Grace Restaurant.
Dellon Harper and Rosemary WeitHer husband, Edgar S. Bryan, one son, John Bryan, one grandlauf Harper.
son, John Bryan Jr., four sisters, Ernestine O'Daniel, Blanche EngSurvivors include three grandlish, Mary Boatwright and Eunice Collins, and one brother, Hayes
daughters,
Julie
Billington,
T. Collins, all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the
Nashville, Tenn., Claudia Billinglate John Collins and Alice Johnson Collins.
ton Healy, Lexington, and Cheryl
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Wanda Castleberry, BenBillington, Atlanta, Ga., all formerly
ton, and Mrs. Janet Saxon, Paducah; a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Mayme_
from Murray; one great-grandchild.
Bryan, Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Gautie Knauer, Paducah, Mrs.
The funeral mass was today at
Rosie Darnell, Gilhertsville, and Mrs. Lydia Housner, Mississippi;
10 a.m. at St. Francis de Sales
nine grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home. Benton. The Rev. C.C. Brasher will
officiate. Burial will follow in Briensburg Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (MonDo you have a
day).

11=1=116

Hardin Curtis Green

Mrs. Vera M. Taylor

Mrs. Eurah E. Phillips, 93, formerly Of the Sinking Spring
community in Calloway County, died Sunday, Feb. 28,'1999, at
Blivins Memorial Nursing Home, Amarillo, Texas.
She was a member of the first freshman class at Murray State
Teachers College and helped to start the WATCH (work activities
training school for the handicapped) program for Murray and Calloway County. She was a member of Sinking Spring Baptist
Church where she was active in the WMU. and also taught Sunday School.
Her husband, Fred Phillips, died in 1987.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Betty Roper, Amarillo,
Texas; four sons, Charles Phillips, Murray, Gene Phillips, High
Point, N.C., David Phillips, Birmingham, Ala., and John Phillips
San Diego, Calif.; one sister, Mrs. Gladys Nix, Lexington; nine
grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Sinking Spring
Baptist Church. Burial will follow in Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 6 to 8
p.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to WATCH Center, 702
Main St., Murray, KY 42071.
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BIRTHS

JO'S DATEBOOK

Bryce Allen McDermott
Michael and Stacie McDermott of Mustang, Okla., are the parents
of a son, Bryce Allen McDermott. born on Thursday, Feb. 11, 1999.
The baby weighed seven pounds six ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. Grandparents are Ted and Shirley Russell of Owasso, Okla., and
Lanny and Eva McDermott of Yukon, Okla.
Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Art Schaer and Mr. and Mrs.
Wilmer Russell, all of Gordon, Neb., Mrs. Owen Downs and the late
Luster Downs of Almo, and Mrs. Madeleina McDermott and the late
Charles McDermott of Benton.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

•

School lists events

e

Christian Fellowship School at
Draffenville will observe Book
Week March 2 to 4.
Elementary students will be
preparing posters, presenting book
reports, and dressing in costumes
which represent their favorite
characters. Prizes will be given
at each grade level and for the
various categories.
The students generally enjoy
the activities associated with this
special event. Special thanks was
issued to Jennie Martin and Tonya
Fletcher along with all of those
who have volunteered to assist
with the project.

t'.
;

%

-

-

The elementary spring music
program and pie auction will be
Friday evening. "The Fruit of the
Spirit" will be theme of the
music program.
This will be followed by the
pie auction, one of the school's
biggest fundraisers.
The students and teachers will
be preparing for the annual Stanford Achievement Test which will
be given during the week of
March 8-12.
The seniors are getting excited about their senior trip. They
will leave March 12 for Gatlinburg, Tenn.

Art students at Murray Christian Academy display their tiedye t-shirts after completing this special unit.

Group to meet Friday
The Murray Association of Life
Underwriters will have a breakfast meeting Friday at 7:30 a.m.
at the Green Horse Cafe.
Robert Wagner, vice president
and trust officer for Union Planters
Trust and Asset Management Division, based in Murray, will be the
guest speaker. He will be discussing how a trust works with

life insurance.
All life and health agents in
the area are invited to attend this
meeting.
For more information call John
McConnell, president of the Murray Association, at 753-4199, or
Stuart Alexander, secretary-treasurer of the association, at 7534703.

MIRRORS • MIRRORS • MIRRORS

Get Your
Auto Insurance
From An Agent
Who Cares As Much
About Your Coverage
As You Do.

All Sizes - Beautiful Classic Moldings
Largest Selections & Best Prices Anywhere
YOU MUST SEE TO BELIEVE
Also wonderful line of the same classic high quality tram(
in all sizes will be introduced very soon

Vka witif

Rablquevig

Court Square • 11Iurra • 753-0859

010)

OINBURANCE
mani

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Baskin,Pv Robbins

Western
Kentucky__
Insurance
Agency, Inc.

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

INTRODUCES

DECAFFEINATED

753-5227
fa.

Mocha and Cappuccino BLASTS

$2.50,,gui„ $2.95

109 S. 15th St. le
Murray, KY 42071

Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th St.
Murray
753-5842
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Your partner in protection

M 'MEEKLY
BONUS BALL #11

508 N. 12th (Olympic Plaza) Murray• 753-3111
re

$500°' /
$48000+

March 1 used to be an unhappy day for motorists who failed,
to get their automobile or truck license tags for the new year.
This was the day when the Kentucky State Police used to start
checking the car tags to- are if the owners had failed to get
their new licenses.
The county clerks including Lester Nanny, Randall Patterson, the late Douglas Shoemaker, and Marvin Harris, had begged
and pleaded with motorists to get their tags as soon as they
had arrived in their office with sales to start the first of each
year. Long lines waiting to get their license tags could be seen
at the courthouse on the last days of February.
Now we get our car licenses in the birth months of the car
owners and also pay our car taxes at the same time. This works
out better for all concerned and especially the county clerk's
office.

Relay for Life information *available
Special information for teams of the Relay for Life Cancer Walk
the first of April is now available for any person. organization,
etc., desiring to have a team in the annual event to raise funds
for the fight against cancer. Persons needing the special information may call Kay R. Ray at 753-5851.

Library events planned
Calloway County Public Library has events planned for Tuesday
and Wednesday. Parents and Twos will be at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours 'at 10:30 a.m. both days. "Dr. Seuss' Birthday" will be theme
of the programs for this event. Also the Dr. Seuss' slumber party
will be on Tuesday. For information call Sandy Linn. youth services librarian. at 753-2288.

Extension Board meeting tonight
Calloway County Extension District Board will meet tonight
(Monday) at 7 p.m. in the Senior Citizens area of the Weaks Community Center. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Faxon Fellowship Wednesday
Faxon Fellowship will be Wednesday at 8 a.m. at Green Horse
Cafe, Highway 121 North, Murray. All former students of Faxon
School and their spouses are urged to attend. For more information call Frank Brandon at 753-8394.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Weaks Community Center, South 7th and Poplar Streets.
Murray. Persons, are to use the rear entrance_The speaker will be
Laura Nell 'Kemp on "Breezing thru Life." This will be dues night.
The SOS is a nondenominational, social -support-group for singles
whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information call
Vicky at 753-5395.

Oaks events planned
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have a potluck ladies day
luncheon on Wednesday at noon at the club. All ladies of the club
are urged to attend and bring a dish for the luncheon. For information call Shirley Wade at 753-2220. Also on Wednesday at 9:30
a.m. Bridge will be played with Mary Alice Smith, phone 753'3487, as hostess.

Band boosters meet Tuesday
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Tuesday at 5:30 p.m.
in the band room of Calloway County High School. All high school
and middle school band parents and all other interested persons are
urged to attend. For information call 436-2248.

BONUS BALL #2
PLAYS LIKE A BONUS BALL
BUT THE Knights PUT THE MONEY IN
THE POT'

RRAY PRESCHOOL-HEAD START
AND EARLY HEAD START
k\ILL HOLD.JOINT REGISTRATION:

BOWlS
#31r?
*50000 Coverall now *5841%umbers
Play K of C Bingo every TuescfalaArenIng 7pm
mr Have PULLTANS• SPEE011.4LL H•rgins at 0:30 pm
0 Cards starting
K of C Hall. Squire Hale Road
Plays 12 ,
at $10.00 j A Non-profit Charitable Organization
iI
Games
,

I

10-1/ C'Z'e yOt/Z.

Dixieland Center

LET US HELP CHANGE
YOUR LIFE!
Paula
Bozarth lost
823/4
pounds
82 3/4
inches in
27 Weeks

Huong D. Kelly, D.M.D
General Dentist

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PRESCHOOUHEAD START
IA

joining the practice of

*Age

Please Bring:

•

*Child's Certified Birth Certificate
*Proof-of-Income - Check stubs, tax returns, K-TAP(AFDC). Child Support,
Social Security, etc.
*Social Security cards of all family members
*Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
Location of Program: MSU Special Education Building and Willis Early Child
Care Center
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR EARLY HEAD START
*Pregnant Women
*Infants and Toddlers Ages Birth to Three
•Must Meet Federal Poverty Guidelines
For Information Call: 762-5438
Please Bring .

*Child's Certified Birth Certificate
*Proof-of-Income - Check stubs, tax returns,
K-TAP(AFDC), Child Support,
Social Security, etc.
*Social Security cards of all family members
•Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
I .ocation of Program: MSU Special Education Building

\\

7594141

LOSE WEIGHT 8, INCHES • LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES • LOSE WEIGHT a INCHES

(acrossfrom the Boy Scout Museum)

three or four by October I. 1999
*Qualify for income guidelines (four year olds must meet school district's free
meal guidelines, three year olds must meet Federal poverty guidelines).
•Disability children will be eligible regardless of income.
*Children who turn three during the 1999-2000 school year and meet
disability guidelines may enter the program on their third birthday.
For information call: 762-3262

.10
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Friday, March 5, 1999
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon & 2:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
1st Floor Special Education Building - MSU

dea.S /1/1-,17

Featunng nigrtly specals at $', per card or $2 fof three Specsal carry over 7 • 4. ..
Refreshments candy and FREE popcorr ser&ed Kertuclr& Charaable Gammg license *ORG0000514

0

REGISTRATION

-‹

J.T. LEE,Jeweler

Dr. James B. Pickens, D.M.D.
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Dr. Huong D. Kelly received her dental degree from the University of
Louisville in 1994 and completed a one year grneral practice residency also
from Louisville in 1995. She was the chief resident of the general practice residency at the University of Kentucky in 1996. Dr. Kelly has served on the faculty at the University of Kentucky College of Dentistry as well as being the
staff dentist at Kentucky Clinic North in Lexington.
As a general dentist with postgraduate training. Dr. Huong Kelly has valuable experience in treating pediatnc. genatnc. nursing home, and medically
comprised patients. This extensive residency allows her to treat patients with
the latest dental techniques in dental implant restoration, cosmetic bonding.
and the management of dental trauma injuries. She is a native of Murray, having graduated from Murray High School in 1986. She graduated cum laude
from Murray State University in 1990 with a degree in Biology.
Dr Kelly is accepting new and emergency patients. To schedule au appointment, please call (502) 753-5052.

DR. JAMES B. PICKENS D.M.D.
706 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
(502) 753-5052 s

* No PrePackaged
Meals
* No Shots
or Pills
Now Suntan
Bed
LOSE 30 LBS IN 10 WEEKS
IfYOU WEIGH
200
190
190
170
160
150
140

YOU WILL WEIGH
170
160
150
140
130
120
110

FREE CONSULTATION
CALL NOW

767-0780
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 8-5,
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2

HI-ENERGY
WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS

I

305 N. 12th St.• University Square • Murray
LOSE

WEIGHT & INCHES•LOSE

WEIGHT & INCHES• LOSE WEIGHT & !NOW.
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Reese guns down SEMO again
'

'7

A 0"..•••..,

1

Racers top Indians 62-61
for return trip to NCAA
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -- Five sec7
.onds to go, Southeast Missouri leading by one and Aubrey Reese streaking down the court with the ball.
Could Reese possibly hit another game-winning shot for Murray
State?
Surely not this time.
Guess again.
Reese put a dagger through
SEMO's heart for the second time
this season with a game-winner,
only on -Sunday the stakts were
much higher. .
•• Murray State's junior point guard
drove- the length of the floor of
. Nashville Arena and lofted a 16footer over the outstretched arm
of SEMO's- Bud -Eley and .through
the net at the buzzer, giving_ MSU
a'heal-stopping. 62-61 win over
the Indians for be Ohio Valley
• .Confe;-euc:e, tournament champi-,
onship and a spot in the NCAA
Tournament.
••
.
SEMQ had taken a 61-60 lead
with .5.6 seconds to go on a 25foot •3pointer by Kahn Cotton
habit Reese shocked- the Indians
again, reminiscent of- his game- winner in Cape Girardeau. Mo.,
back on Jan. 14, a 71-70 Racer
victory.
"I was thinking shot all the
way." said Reese, who was named
tournament -MVP after finishing
with 16 points and eight rebounds.
"After Cotton (whom Reese was
guarding) made that shot, 1 had
to turn it around from being the
goat to being the hero. I didn't
have a lot of diiii to think about
what I was going to do. I _didn't
worry about who was on me. I
was just thinking about making
the shot."
And what a shot it was, electrifying the Murray State fans and

Murray St. 62, SEMO 61
Southeast Missouri(20-9)
C Johnson 0-3 0-0 0, Cotton 5-15 0-0 13,
B.Johnson 5-13 0-0 10, Branson 6-12 2-3 18,
E-tey-8-15 4-7 20, Bunche 0-1 0-00, Abraham
0-0 0-0 0. Owen 0-0 0-1 0. Watson 0-1 0-00.
Morns 0-1 0-00. Totals 24-61 6-1161
Murray State (27-5)
Towns 4-11 1-2 10, Reese 7-17 1-2 16,
Murray 0-2 0-0 0, Spencer 7-14 0-0 15, Virgil
4-97-8 16, Floyd 0-0 0-00. Page 1-2 0-0 3.
Cunningham 0-1 2,2 2, Gay 0-0 0-00 Totals
23-56 11-14 62.
Halftime—Southeast Missouri 31, Murray
State 29 3-point goals—Southeast Missouri
7-16 (Branson 4-7, Cottog 3-7 Johnson 0-2 ),
Murray State 5-10 (Towns 1-2, Reese 1-2,
Spencer 1-2, Page 1-2, Virgil 1-1, Murray 01) Fouled out—None Rebounds—Southeast'
Missouri ,30 (Eley 17). Murray State' 47
(Spencer 14) Assists—Southeast MiSsoun 15
(Eley 7). Murray State (Towns, Murray,
Spencer, Virgil 1) Total fouls—Southeast
Missothi 16, Murray State 16. A-5,213. •

crushing the supporters of SEMO,
in the tournament_ finals for the
first time.
"Reese again -hit a tremendous
shot:. give him credit," said SEMO
coach Gary Garner, who directed
the Indians to a 20-9 mark, their
best ever since inoving- up to Division I. "Reese is a great player."
- But the shot almost didn't happen as Racer coach Tevester Anderson sought to go another direction in his final timeout huddle.
"We were considering a different play because the first time
against SEMO we had Aubrey
drive the floor; but Aubrey said,
'Coach. I'll give it to you,' so we
gave him the ball again," Anderson ..said. "When you want a big
play, Aubrey is the man to give
it to you.' --Muiriy State (27-5), which won
its eighth conference title in 12
years. will find out its first-round
opponent for the NCAA Tournament (its third straight) next Sunday----night. First-round sites are
Boston, Charlotte-, Orlando, Indi-

anapolis, Milwaukee, New Orleans,
Seattle and Denver.
For Anderson, the thrilling win
and NCAA Tournament berth were
a perfect topping to his first season at the helm.
"This is the biggest win of my
career," said Anderson, who turned
62 Friday. when he was named OVC
co-coach of the year along with
Garner. "To go to the NCAA Tournament in my first year is very
big."
- Reese's shot was the climax to
a' thrilling game that was fitting.
between the OVC's two top teams.
SEMO led 31-29 at halftime,
then blasted out of the gates in
the second half, outscoring MSU
9-2 in the first 2:30 for a 40-31
.lead.
The Indians benefitted from easy
baskets partially aided by an ankle
injury that Racer forward Rod
Murray sustained in the first half.
Murray was scoreless in 25 minutes of action.
"They took advantage of Rod
being hurt, and I probably kept
our players in the lockerroom too
long at halftime and it stiffened
up on him," Anderson said. "So
after that we went with Ray (Cunningham) and he played really
well."
But MSU bounced back to regain
a 47-46 lead at the 11:27 mark
on a three-point play by Reese.
The lead continued to change
hands the rest of the game. Murray State's largest second.. half lead
was 58-55 on a jumper by Marlon Towns with 3:56 to go.
In fact, it was Towns and Reese
who lifted MSU down the stretch,
scoring the Racers' last 18 points.
"Our power game worked for
a while, but then SEMO started
MI See Page 9
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Murray State's Aubrey Reese slides in between two Southeast Missouri defenders in Sunday's 62-61 Ohio Valley Conference tournament championship win. Reese hit a last-second shot to lift the Racers into the NCAA Tournament for the third straight year and the
eighth in the last 12 seasons.
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The shot seen 'round the world

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Racer senior Duane Virgil was named to the OVC All-Tournament team along with Isaac Spencer and Aubrey Reese.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. -- Lightning struck twice, and •history
repeated itself.
Those clichés and more can be
used to describe Sunday's thrilling
Ohio Valley Conference championship game.
It's certainly one that Murray
State fans will remember forever.
For the second time this season, Racer point guard_ Aubrey
Reese shocked Southeast Missoun
State with a buzzer-beating shot.
The first time was way back
on Jan. 14 in Cape Girardeau
when Reese banked in an off-balance leaner to give MSU a 7170 win.
It was perhaps the most pivotal game in Murray's OVC championship season.
But, this time, the stakes were
much higher.

the 3-point arc and seemingly
SCOTT
launched the game winner -- putting' the Indians ahead 61-60 with
NANNEY
just 5.1 seconds left.
Mmm, sound vaguely familiar?
Was there any of that magic
:left in the Racers, or in Reese
for that matter?
STAFF
Reese, Murray's ultimate warn., had already played over 39
WRITER
minutes and was repeatedly seen
bent °vet. tugging on the bottom
of his Munay State shorts.
An OVC tournament champiBut was their any doubt that
onship, and -- more importantly Reese would be the player to take
- a trip to the NCAA Tournament
the shot?
was on the line.
Well, yes -- but just note.
In an eerily similar sequence
"We were going to do someto the one in January. it was a
thing different because that's what
shot by SEMO's Kahn Cotton that
we did the first time we beat
threatened to break the hearts of
therm and , we knew they would
Murray State fans.
be 'prepared for it," said Racer
With the clock winding down.
head coach Tevester Anderson.
behind
Cotton pulled up from well

0!!!i
C

Meantime, Kentucky coach Tubby Smith
said his team's play is perplexing. "It's
tough to assess the personality of this team,"
he said. "They don't really have a profile.
They haven't done things consistently and
on the road. especially."
Holding a slim 30-29 lead at halftime.
Tennessee fell behind early in the second
period as Kentucky flexed its strength in
the paint led by Scott Padgett and Michael
Bradley. who finished with 10 points apiece.
A .15-4 Kentucky run had Tennessee
down by nine points, 44-35, with 13:15
leTt: ..... "Kentucky is a heck of _a basketball
team." Green said. "We weren't playing
chopped liver. We weren't getting many
good looks at the basket, and I thought
that applied to both teams.For the game. Kentucky outscored TenriesSee 44-20 under the basket and outre-

bounded the Vols 40-30. But the Vols connected on 9-of- 18 shooting from 3-point
range.
Two 3-pointers by Brandon Wharton
stopped the Kentucky ruri„and launched a
turnaround. A put back jam by Vincent
Yarbrough tied the game at 51-51 with 7:34
remaining.
Tennessee pushed the lead as Kentucky
self-destructed with a series of turnovers
— the Vols scored 30 points off Wildcat
turnovers for the game.
"It was a gallant effort." Smith said. "I
thought we played OK except for the
turnovers._ We had a flurry of turnovers
after we got the nine-point lead. 1 was
impressed with Tennessee's tenacity."
Green said the Volunteers "needed more
pressure on the ball, and their turnovers
indicate we were able to do that."
The Volunteers hung on with repeated

°A:, N.' •

Wharton recalled what happened the first
time he faced Kentucky in Knoxville as a
freshman in 1996. The Volunteers lost 9050 — the worst beating a Tennessee team
has ever suffered on its homecourt.
"For this to be my last game. it couldn't have come at a better time," the senior guard said. "It's just a great way to
end it."
Wharton finished with 17 points and
Tony. Harris_ had 18.
_.
A sellout crowd of 23,106 stormed the
Thompson-Boling Arena floor as time ran

"That's what it's all about," Harris said
"It's a dream come true."
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trips to the foul line in the closing minutes and built their largest lead as time
ran out.
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First Region
Basketball
Tournaments

Vols complete sweep of UK
By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
Associated Press Writer
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. (AP) — Tennessee
heads into the Southeastern Conference tournament this week as the East Division
champions. fresh off a 68-61 victory over
13th-ranked Kentucky.
Tennessee (20-7, 12-4), which beat the
Wildcats at Lexington 47-46 on Jan. 12,
finished Sunday with a six-game winning
streak, its first season sweep over Kentucky since 1979 and its first 20-win regular season since 1980.
Defending national champion Kentucky
(22-8, 11-5) closed with a fourth consecutive road loss.
"I appreciate our seniors for what they.
have accomplished," Tennessee coach Jerry
Green said. "They've made up so much
ground after getting thumped early in their
careers ... and then this."

"But Aubrey came up to me
during the timeout and said, `No
coach. I'll do it for you' ... he
talked me into it."
What followed was a play that
we'll see on ESPN every day this
week, and quite possibly for the
rest of the .month of M.arch (So,
hide your eyes. SEMO fans). ,
From the opposite end of the
court, Duane Virgil inbound the ball
to Reese, who raced up court and
dodged an oak tree (a.k.a. OVC
Player of the Year Bud Eley) while
throwing up a prayer with just
0.2 seconds to go.
Was there any thought of Reese
passing the ball?
Absolutely not!
"I was thinking shot all the way."
Reese explained. "In that situa-

Delaw(
Diesel
Co

At Murray State
Boys
Mon., March 1
Graves Co. vs. Calloway 6
Fulton City vs. Lone Oak 7:45
Tues., March 2
Tilghman vs. Ballard 6
Marshall vs. Hickman Co. 7:45
Fri., March 5
Semifinals at 6 and 7:45
Sat., March 6
Championship at 7 p.m.
Girls
Wed., March 3
Lone Oak vs. Calloway 6
Ballard vs. Fulton Co 7 45
Thurs., March 4
Carlisle vs. Graves 6
Marshall vs. Reidland 745
Mon., liAarch 8
Semifinals at 6 and 7:45 p.m.
Tues., March 9
Championship at 7 p.m.
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Racers pull away from Morehead in semis
By MARK YOUNG
Murray St. 91, Morehead 69
Sports Editor
MOREHEAD ST.(13-15)
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -- Murray
Docks 0-2 0-1 0. Cleaver 8-11 3-5 22.
Brown 4-12 3-4 14. Chanty 7-10 0-0 14. UrnState quickly turned a tight game
berger 3-9 2-5 8. Berry 0-0 0-0 0, Bohanan 2with Morehead into a blowout.
92-2 7, Webb 2-5 0-0 4, Krom 0-0 0-0 0 ToSeeking their third win overMo- tals 26-58 10-16 69
MURRAY ST.(26-5)
rehead this season, the Racers
2-9 1-1 5. Reese 5-10 4-5 14 Murstretched a nine-point second half rayTowns
2-7 4-4 8. Spencer 7-10 5-6 19, Virgil 9lead to 23 in just over four minutes
11 5-8 23, Floyd 1-3 1-2 3, Page 3-5 1-2 8.
en route to an easy 92-69 win Sat- Burdine 2-5 2-2 8, Cunningham 0-3 0-0 0.
Gay 1-2 2-24, Turner 0-2 0-0 0. Totals 32-67
urday in the semifinals of the Ohio 25-32
92.
Valley Conference tournament at_
Halftime—Murray St. 33, Morehead St. 26
3-point
goals—Morehead Si 7-21 (0,6cks 0-1
the Nashville Arena.
Cleaver 3-5, Brown 3-5, Bohanan 1-8, Webb
"Their zone did a good job 0-2), Murray St. 3-19 (Towns 0-6, Reese 0-3,
against us in the first half, but in
Murray 0-2, Page 1-2, Burdine 2-4, Cunningthe second half we came out more ham 0-1, Turner 0-1) Fouled out—Charity
Bohanan, Webb Rebounds—Morehead Si.
focused on attacking their zone," 31 (Cleaver, Brown, Chanty 5), Murray St. 41
said MSU coach Tevester Ander- (Spencer 12). Assists—Morehead St 12
Cleaver 3), Murray St. 14 (Reese 5)
son. "Their 3-2 zone was kind of (Docks,
Total fouls—Morehead St, 24, Murray St 17.
wide and the middle was pretty
A—NA
open, and we started working the
ball inside more."
Murray State led only 49-40 Brown, the OVC's-Freslunan of the
Year.
with 14:20 left in the game followThat's when the Racers took
ing a 3-pointer by Morehead's Erik

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State's Isaac Spencer gains control of the ball in Satitday's win over Morehead State.

EReese...
From Page 8

SPORTS BRIEFS
CCHS has regional tourney tickets on sale
Calloway County High School has tickets for both tonight's First Region boys'
basketball tournament game against Graves County and Wednesday's girls' game
against Lone Oak on sale at the school. The tournament is being held at the
Regional Special Events Center.
Tickets for tonight's game will be on sale through the end of school today
while tickets for Wednesday's game will be available through the end of school
Wednesday. Chair set tickets are $5, general admission adult tickets are $4 and
general admission student tickets are $3.

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 211

•••••• 1•••

7 5 3 - 96 27
Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.
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State Farm Insurance Companies

Sunday's Scores
EAST
Connecticut 70, Syracuse 58
Fordham 74, Rhode Island 70
Massachusetts 57, Temple 49
SOUTH
Clemson 92, Georgia Tech 64
Tennessee 68, Kentucky 61
Wake Forest 74, N. Carolina St 45
MIDWEST
Iowa St 52, Kansas 50
Michigan St 60, Purdue 46
Notre Dame 78, Boston College 59
FAR WEST
Idaho 64, Boise St 59
TOURNAMENTS
America East Conference
Semifinals
Delaware 90, Maine 73
Drexel 55 Hotstra 37
Colonial Athletic Association
Championship
George Mason 63, Old Dominion 58
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
Semifinals
Siena 56. Manst 55
St Peter's 78, Niagara 70
Mid-Continent Conference
First Round
Valparaiso 81, Chicago St 43
W. Illinois 77. Missouri-Kansas City 71
Youngstown St 78, S Utah 56
Midwestern Collegiate Conference

Semifinals
Butler 68, Ws -Green Bay 65. 30T
Detroit 80, Cleveland St 65
Missouri Valley Conference
Semifinals
Creighton 78. SW Missouri St, 70
Evansville 64, Bradley 63
Northeast Conference
Semifinals
Cent Connecticut St 82, - Mc1.-Baltimore County 72
Mount St. Mary's. Md 68, St. Francis, NY.66
Ohio Valley Conference
Championship
Murray St 62, SE Missouri 61
Patriot League
Semifinals
Bucknell 58, Lehigh 50
Lafayette 73, Colgate 7 1
Southern Conference
Championship
Coll ot Charleston 7.7, Appalachian
St 67
Sun Belt Conference
Semifinals
Arkansas St 87, Fla International 69
W Kentucky 76. Louisiana Tech 66
West Coast Conference
Semifinals
Gonzaga 70 St. Mary s. Cal 57
Santa Clara 58, Pepperdine 54

clogging up the inside; fortunately for us, Aubrey and Marlon hit
some big shots," Anderson said.
SEMO cut the lead to 58-57
on a basket by Eley with 2:33 to
go. Eley then tied the game at 58
on a free throw with 48 seconds
to go. A jumper by Reese with
15 seconds left put Murray State
on top 60-58, setting up the dramatic finish.
"It was an outstanding game,"
Anderson said. "SEMO is awfully good, and we were very fortunate to beat a team like that
three times this season."
Murray State took a quick 7-0
lead, but SEMO battled back to
tie the game at 9-9 just over two
minutes later.
Mike Branson was hot for the
Indians early on, sinking four 3pointers and scoring 14 points in
the first half.
Murray State had its troubles
with turnovers in the first half,
committing a dozen, but wound
up with just 14 for the game.
Reese and Duane Virgil led
Murray State with 16 points apiece

while Isaac Spencer added 15 points
and 14 rebounds and Towns finished with 10. For the game, MSU
was 23 of 56 (41 percent) overall, 5-of-10 from 3-point range
and 11 of 14 at the free throw
line while dominating on the boards.
outrebounding SEMO 47-30.
Eley, the league's regular-season most valuable player, turned
in a monster performance, finishing with 20 points, 17 rebounds,
seven assists and four blocked shots.
Branson finished with 18 while Cotton- had 13 and Roderick Johnson
10. The Indians shot 39 percent
(24 of 61) from the field, 7-of-16
from 3-point range and 6-of-11 at
the free throw line.
"Bud gave us a great effort,"_
Gamer said. "I'm very proud of
our season and our players, but
we're all very disappointed right
now."
Spencer and Virgil joined Reese
on the all-tournament team.
Virgil said not receiving AllOVC recognition motivated him
for Saturday's win over Morehead
State and for Sunday. He scored
a combined 39 points in the two

MIThe shot...
derstand me -- Reese is -a great
,basketball player. He made a heck
tion. when you don't have a lot of a move around Bud, and be
of time, you've geit to make up made a great shot."
Which leads me to my whole
your mind."
In Reese's mind, it was time point: Aubrey Reese should have
to redeem himself for an earlier
been the player of the year in the
mistake.
OVC.
Sony Bud.
"I wasn't expecting him to pull
You're certainly a great playe
up and shoot that shot," Reese
and are most certainly heade o
said of Cotton's 3-pointer on the
the NBA.
previous play. "Instead of being
-But give Reese his due.
the goat, I had to switch around
He was the most exciting p ayand be the hero ... 1 had -to make
er in the league this year, an no
a better shot."
other individual meant more to is
team than -Reese.
And, thank goodness, he did.
Catl me greedy, but we sho Id
"I'm sick of him," said Garner, jokingly. "But don't misun- have gotten that honor too.

From Page 8

Loans from $10,000 to $ 75,000

and

'No equity required - easy qualifying
• Consolidate bills and reduce monthly payment
•Cut your monthly mortgage paymentfin half

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Specializing in Dean
and General Tires

!ese

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

762-0000

U a-

15

Owner
Ronnie Melvin

#1.

When your
car's not going
call us for

15

n.
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SeuertmLy psyssurr
'
EXAMPLES

$10,000
$106.64

\11Iti \‘1111

TOWING!
McCLARD'S
TOWING
207 S. 7th St. • Murray

733-9132 :
U.rearlieitilereirtitreirm •

Nobody can protect your

AUTO
any better than
we can!

SUBSCRIBE

401 N. 4th St.

at Pagliai's

CoacAos
COMM
evita 7evater
Automat

6:30 PM atPagliars
Racer Basketball's radio broadcast of Coach Tevester
Anderson's weekly talk show on WNBS 1340 AM. Can't
make the Racer Club meetings on Tuesday? Catch up on
MSU hoops on Monday night at Pagliai's at 970 Chestnut.

Stale Auto
Insurance

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low
rates, attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service
Call us today!

Haverstock

$50,000 7 $75,000
$799.82
$533.21

and

1-800-819-7010

Suiter

PAYMENT BASED ON 11 50`, NOTE RATE 12 649 APR
20 YEAR FIXED TERM 5-25 YEAR LOANS AVAILABLE
Visit our website... www.nationwidelending.com

MONDAY NIGHT
WE'RE

SHIRLEY MARTIN Guest photographer

Murray State's Aubrey Reese pulls up for the game-winning
spot over Southeast Missouri's Bud Eley Sunday.
games.
three times."
Spencer said the Racers are a
Murray State's fate now lies
more confident team heading into with the NCAA selection comthis year's NCAA Tournament over mittee. Anderson expects the Raclast season, when they lost 97-74 ers to receive an 11 or 12 seed.
to Rhode-Island in Oklahoma City.
"Our entire schedule helped prepare us for the NCAA." he said.
"Going to the tournament last -In order to play in the NCAA
year gives us more confidence." you have to play real solid halfhe said. "Last year we came down court defense, and that starts with
here and won by 20 in the cham- your guards. This team is better
pionship 'game. but this year it prepared mentally and physically
was close the whale way, and we than last year, and we have a
feel thrilled to get a win today chance to go to the NCAA and
because SEMO played us tough win some games."

BILLS / BILLS / BILLS

the

V(i le
just

control.
11:58 mark, Murray State never
An 18-4 run over the next 4:24 trailed again.
put MSU up 67-44 and effectively
"I thought we came out playing
sealed the game with Just under 10 pretty well in the first few minutes,
_minutes to go.
hut it was downhill after that," said
Rod Murray began the run with
Morehead coach Kyle Mazy.
a Jumper, followed by a layup by
The Racers led by as many as
Isaac Spencer. Duane Virgil ac- eight points in the first half, and
counted for the next four points settled for a 33-26 halftime edge on
while Aaron Page scored the next
a jumper by Aubrey Reese with six
five. Virgil and Spencer capped off seconds remaining.
the surge.
_ _
_.•.
_
Spencer followed Virgil's 23
"We complement each other."
said Virgil, who finished with a with 19 points while Reese tossed
game-high 23 points. "When the in 14 and Murray, Michael Floyd
big guys are passing tasach other, - -and Aaron Page added eight Apiece.
we've got a good chance of scot': The Racers shot 48 percent (32 of
67) from the field, 3-of-l9 from 3ing."
Morehead (13-15) came out of point range and 25 of 32 at the free
the gates on fire, jumping to an I I - throw line. MSU outrebounded
2 lead in the first 3:43. Calloway Morehead 41-31.
County graduate Brad Cleaver had
Cleaver topped the Eagles with
five points in the early going.
But after taking a 16-15 lead on 22 points while Brown and Charity
a three-point play by Spencer at the each had 14.

211 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

753-3415

Do You Suffer From Headaches?
If you sufferfrom headaches a chiropractic spinal
checkup is one of the best things you can do. Yet
Chiroprac.lic goes not claim to be a headache
treatment Mid cure - it has a different approach
to health care. When freed of spinal nerve stress
your body works more efficiently to use its
natural eiwrgies
Chiropra
safe, gent
to heal itself.
The Chiropractic
spinal adjustment
permits your body
to restore itself to
a greater level of
health and
wholeness.

R ACERS
Murray State
University

ugless meth
have helped
illions of
else suffers
he years!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
'759-1111116
1703 Hwy. 121 N • Bypass • Murray. KY

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett D.C.

*

MOM/

MURRAY-CATICWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
Yo

•
•

STATE-OF-THE-ART REGIONAL
CANCER CENTER NOW OPEN
The Regional Cancer
Center of MurrayCalloway County Hospital
is now open at 204 South
Ninth Street.

141

The hospital's cancer
center services are all
located in the building
which houses the latest
cancer-fighting technology
along with a qualified
team of professionals.
•

•

"With our new dualenergy linear accelerator,
any cancer treatable by
radiation therapy can be
treated here in Murray,"
says MCCH President
Stuart Poston. "This is a
great convenience because some cancer patients previously had to

SUPPORT GROUPS

"It is exciting to see
patients' lives positively
affected by all the re6ent
innovations in the field of
cancer treatment,"
McDonald continues.

travel a great distance to
get part of their treatment."
The Regional Cancer
Center is home to two
cancer specialists, medical
oncologist Dr. Mehdi
Ahmadi and radiation
oncologist Dr. William
McDonald.

"We have a caring, professional staff that takes
patients' and families'
concerns to heart. And,
it's available in a high
technology environment.
We feel like our center is
where caring meets technology to help give cancer
patients the best possible
quality of life."

"We take time to know
our patients and families,"
says Dr. Ahmadi."We
provide personalized
cancer therapy and
evaluations as well as
encourage and educate
patients and families."
"The Regional Cancer
Center is something
Murray, Calloway County
and other surrounding
communities can be
proud of," says Dr.
McDonald.

The community will be
invited to tour the
Regional Cancer Center,
see the latest technology,
meet Drs. Ahmadi and
McDonald and the
Center's other healthcare
professionals at an open
house in May.

the
Miracle Moments is pleased to offer
Moments

classes listed below as part of our Miracle
Maternity Service. Preregistration is required for all classes and fees may
•
be paid at the first class session.
For information on any of the classes below, to arrange for a personalized tour
of the Miracle Moments Maternity Unit or to preregister for any classes, call (502)
MURRAY- April Prepared Childbirth

MURRAY- March Prepared Childbirth
Option

Option 1: MON., APRIL 5, 12, 19 & 26 - • 7-9 p.m. • Hospital Third Floor Education Unit
Option 2: THURS., APRIL 8, 15, 22 & 29
7-9 p.m. • Hospital Third Floor Education Unit
Refresher 1: MON., APRIL 12 & 19 • 7-9 p.m.
Refresher 2: THURS., APRIL 15 & 22 • 7-9 p.m.

1: poN., MAR. 1, 8, 15 & 22

7-9.p.m. • Hospital Third floor Education Unit
Option 2: THURS., MAR. 4, 11, 18 & 25
7-9 p.m. • Hospital Third Floor Education Unit
Refresher 1: MON., MAR. 8 & 15 • 7-9 p.m.
Refresher 2: THURS., MAR. 11 & 18 • 7-9 p.m.
Sibling Class: TUES., MAR. 9 • 7-8 p.m.
s4
t

For your FREE
Phyan Directory, call

Education Meeting
TUESDAY, MAR. 9
4:30 p.m. • Board Room

TUESDAY, MAR.
1:00 p.m. • Private Dining Rm
Presented by Candy
Bowman, MSU Exercise
Science intern. Contact
Sherry Crittendon (502)
762-1170.

BEREAVEMENT
SUPPORT

TUESDAY, MAR. 23
4:30 p.m. • Board Room

THURSDAY, MAR. 11
6:30 p.m. • Private Dining Rm
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN,
MSN, CS at (502) 762-1485.

Creative Writing Group
for Alzheimer's Clients
FRIDAYS, MAR. 12 & 26
10 a.m. • Private Dining Rm

COMPASSIONATE
FRIENDS

CANCER
SUPPORT

For information about any
Alzheimer's Disease
meetings, contact Cindy
Ragsdale,(502) 762-1108 or
Joretta Randolph,(502)
753-5561.

TUESDAY, MAR. 2
3:00 p.m. • Private Dining Rm
Contact Nancy Rose, RN,
(502) 762-1389 or Mary Linn,
MSN and Clinical Specialist,
(502)762-1447.

Shared Care, adult day
care, will sit 'Pith
Alzheimer's clients while
caregivers attend the
education and support
group meetings. Call Susan
Plunkett, LPN, at (502)
753-1447.

DEPRESSION
SUPPORT
WEDNESDAYS, MAR. 3 & 17
10:30 a.m. • Private Dining Rm
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN,
MSN, CS,(502) 762-1485

42-6224
1-800-3

ISICIAha214

If you are diagnosed with diabetes, you can have your blood sugar monitored on the
Health Express if you obtain a written prescription from your physician and file it
with the Health Express nurse. Your physician will specify the frequency for
monitoring on the prescription.
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THURSDAY, MAR. 18

TUESDAY, MAR. 9

•

Dexter
Senior Citizens Center
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
/Urn° Heights
Country Store
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

•

Lynnville
Burton's Service Station
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Tr-City
Holmes Bros. Grocery
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

•

THURSDAY, MAR. 11

WEDNESDAY, MAR. 3
• Murray

•

Paris
Wal-mart
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
Puryear
Minit Mart
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

•

TUESDAY, MAR. 16
•

•

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's PrimeLife, the
exciting health and
wellness program for
people age 55 and older, is
gearing up for an activityfilled spring.

Dr. McDonald has been in private practice as a radiation
oncologist for five and a half years in Athens, Ga., and
Cookville, Tenn.

TUES. & THURS., MAR. 2 - 25

How to Play Bridge
TUESDAY, MAR. 9

Travel Preview Party
Members interested in
1999 PrimeLife travel
opportunites will hear
Gary Arant from "Come
Along Tours." He will

•

Murray
Chen-5 Theatres
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, APR. 15

TUESDAY, APR. 6

Line Dancing

Thyroid Health
Dr. Michael Adams,family
practitioner, presents an
hour-long seminar on the
thyroid gland and
complications that can
arise.

Fitfor Life
Fitness fun continues with
a new 10-week Fitfor Life
course beginning April 19.

To become a PrimeLife
member, there is a onetime membership fee of
only $20 per person and
$30 per couple. For your
membership application
brochure or for more
information, call(502)
762-1590 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 590.

MONDAY, APR. 19

FRIDAY, MAY 7

Laughter Is The Best
Medicine
PrimeLife members will

Nutrition in the
Retirement Years
MCCH Registered Dietitian Rebecca Wright tells
how to adapt your nutri-

Murray
Court Square
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.

The al
tlemen's
take plat
High Sch
ing at 5

Wh

In on
producer
Grain Gr
GA) and
- ing the
99 Wh(
Series
_ FurchNe

12:30 to
Farm in

gather for an evening of
good food and laughter
with Bob McGaughey and
Bob Valentine.

tional intake for healthy
living during your retirement years.

answer any questions
regarding the trips that
are scheduled throughout
the coming year.

MONDAY, APR. 12

Murray
Kroger
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.

MONDAY, MAR. 29

WEDNESDAY, MAR. 17

A native of Vidalia, Ga., Dr. McDonald
earned his undergraduate degree at
the University of Georgia and his medical degree from
Emory University in Atlanta. He completed his internship in internal medicine at Emory University Affiliated
Hospitals and his residency in radiation oncology at the
University of Virginia Health Sciences Center.

Cada
First Baptist Church
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
Canton
Woods & Wetlands
Wildlife Center
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MAR. 24

Palmersville, TN
Bank of Weakley Co.
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
Lynn Grove
Crawford's Service Sta.
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

•

Buchanan, TN
Post Office
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
Jones' Mils, TN
Rainey's Grocery
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, MAR. 23

Murray
Weaks' Center
8:30- 11:00 a.m.
Hazel
Dee's Bank
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.

•

Radiation Oncologist

There's No Better Time To
Enjoy Life!
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THURSDAY, MAR. 11
6:30 p.m. • Private Dining Rm
Contact Pat Anderson, RN,
(502) 762-1425 or Susan
Morgan,(502) 759-2568

The blood sugar test must be performed two hours after completing a meal. As a
screening, the two-hour blood sugar test is free of charge under the following
conditions:
-- annually if family history of diabetes exists.
-- anytime there is a 20-pound weight change.
-- every three years under all other conditions.

•

He and his wife, Victoria, have a son, 18-month-old
Braxton, and a daughter, two-month-old Savannah.

Breastfeeding Support
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two-hour blood sugar screenings at its stops during

THURSDAY, MAR. 4

He is located in MCCH's new Regional Cancer Center at
204 South Ninth Street. To reach Dr. McDonald or for
more information about the Regional Cancer Center,
call(502)762-1506..

LALECHE
LEAGUE

checks, pulse and
The hospital's Health Express will be offering blood pressure
March.

Save-A-Lot
8:30- 12:00 p.m.
2:00 - 3:30 p.m.

Joining the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital medical staff is Radiation
Oncologist William McDonald, M.D. He
treats cancer in patients who are
diagnosed to be responsive to
radiation therapy.

THURSDAY, MAR. 25
7:30 p.m. •Private Dining Rm
Contact Hilda Bennett at
(901) 498-8324 or Kerry
Lambert, MCCH Chaplain,
(502)762-1274.

Nosimilomms

•

,•!-.i-c•".•

•

Stress Management

Support Group Meeting

TUESDAY. MAR. 2

More than 100 doctors and 28 medical specialties
for complete family healthcare.
•

CARDIAC
SUPPORT

Shared Care is also open
Mon.-Fri., 7:30 a.m. - 4:00
p.m., providing respite care
for caregivers and supervised
activities for clients at Weaks
Community Center, 607
Poplar Street.

These screenings are offered to detect disease in its earliest stages when there are
no symptoms of disease. If you are experiencing symptoms, you should see your
physician.

Looking For A Doctor?
We Wrote The Book.
l'r,,`•

ALZHEIMER'S
DISEASE
INFORMATION
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Farm

LET Us PUT YOU REAM
THE WREEL OF A QUALITY
OR TRUCK
USED CAR
-

MONDAY, MARCH 1, 1999

1998 Ford Ranger XLT Pickup

Young farmers convention held

1998 Silverado SWB - St. #991401. Local one owner, only 21,500 miles

$18,995

#991441. Local, one owner, 28,600 mites

$19,895

Kentucky's finest young farmers, wives and guests gathered in
Lexington this weekend as part of
the 41st annual Kentucky Young
Farmers Association state convention.
The organization recognizes outstanding efforts in all fields of
agriculture. The top honor is the
Kentucky Young Farmer Member
of the Year. Jimmy and Kim Hale
of the Calloway County Chapter
were recognized as one of the top
five finalists in the Member of
the Year Contest. They were recognized as the Purchase region
winner and was honored with a
plaque and the use of a Ford New
Holland riding lawn tractor.
Tripp and Sharon Furches of
Murray has served on the executive committee this past year. Tripp Marty Carraway, Jimmy Hale, Kim Hale, Sharon Furches and
was reelected as the Kentucky Tripp Furches are pictured at the Kentucky Young Farmer
Young Farmer Vice President for Awards Program in Lexington this weekend.
the Purchase Region. They were
honored by outgoing President in the state White Corn Produc- because of asssistance from
Mark Hughes with a plaque for tion Contest, and received a plaque agribusiness in the state.
and cash award from Hopkinsville
this year's service.
Southern States of Calloway
Marty Carraway of Calloway Milling Company. Workman's white County and Hutson Ag Service of
County was recognized as the sec- corn yield was 165 bushel per Calloway County were recognized
ond place winner in the Dark- acre.
from the honor of being "10 Year"
Tripp Furches was the winner Supporting Members. They were
Fired Tobacco Production Contest
sponsored by the United States of the Wheat Production Contest presented a plaque by State PresTobacco. Mickey Overbey and Jay and won second place in the state ident Mark Hughes for their supHousden were at the convention contest.
port.
He also participated in the Douto represent UST and to present
Others attending from Calloway
ble-Crop Soybean Contest and took County were Jason and Brad Hale.
the cash awards and plaques.
Carraway's tobacco yield was home a third place finish.
Donnie and Judy Cunningham,Tina
Greg Workman and Jimmy Hale Carraway, Danny and Judy Cun4,210 pound per acre. Keith Har-.
ris of Marshall County was the also received a plaque recogniz- ningham and Johnnie Stockdale.
ing them as Kentucky YFA Degree
first place winner. .
The Kentucky YFA is a leadrecipients.
second
placed
Charles Palmer
ership development organization for
Grant Pittman represented Cal- adults enrolled in young farmer
in the state in the Bottomland
Soybean Production Contest, and loway County as the county win- classes.
received a plaque and cash award ner in the Yellow Corn Contest.
Stockdale is the Calloway Counfrom the Kentucky Soybean Asso- Pittman's corn entry was 194.7 ty Young Farmer Adviser. The
ciation. Palmer's soybean yield bushel per acre.
Kentucky YFA in Calloway CounThe Kentucky Young Farmer ty is operated by the Calloway
was 52 bushels per acre.
Greg Workman placed second Association is able to function County School System.

1998 Dodge 1500 Club SLT - St. #99011.1. White. V-8. auto., P/W, P/L tilt & cruise, 12.000 miless
$19,995

Cattlemen's Association to meet
he

t4

The annual Purchase Area Cattlemen's Association meeting will
take place at the Graves County
High School Cafeteria March 8 starting at 5 p.m.
Graves County High School is
located at the Route 121 and Purchase Parkway intersections in
Mayfield.
A cattlemen's trade show will
kick off the event at 5 p.m. Registration will also begin at this
time, as well as door prize sign
ups.
Beginning at 6:30 p.m., an old
fashioned barbecue beef brisket dinner with all the fixins will be served,
with door prizes to be given away
at 7:15 p.m.
Dr. Frank Ireland, University of
Illinois Beef Cattle Research Specialist from Dixon Springs, Ill.,
will be the featured speaker of
the night. Ireland has very good
information on cow/calf operations
as well as interesting data on. weaning calves at 90 days.
The Purchase Area Cattlemen's

AGRICULTURE UPDATE

GERALD CLAYWELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent
Association is made up of cattle
producers from all the counties in
the Purchase Area of Kentucky. This
regional association allows producers to be involved in a beef
organization that may not be
involved otherwise in. particular
counties by consequence of few
cattle producers in that county.
The Purchase Area Cattlemen's
Association works on behalf of
the producers through educational
opportunities.
A registration fee of $7.50 will
be collected for the meal. Also,
this fee will make attendees eligible for the drawings of three

Seminar topics for both locations will include discussions of
local crop conditions and stages
of wheat development for wheat
varieties; nitrogen products. timing and application rates; and pest
control.
Attendants should dress for the
weather, and light refreshments
will be served.

Agricultural Labor Association
Subsidiary of Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Assn.
,E1MNG YULE F:\181 LABOR NEEDS-:
For I1-2A/Migrant Workers
206 Maple St.• P.O. Box 1050
Murray, KY 42071-1050
Telephone: 50'2/759-3:Mo

)f
Id
Ur

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
8 A.M.-NOON
Monday•Friday 7•S

90.

New and Used Tires
*Lowest Prices In Town
*Free Mount and
Computer Balance

TIRE
WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
71E

753-1111

r'..

g...i.:,

1998 Silverado Ext. Cab - St

1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee !St. #99002.1. V-8, LTD, 4x4, black leather, all power, 27,000 miles..
$26,350
Reduced $16,986
1998 GMC 2500 Pickup - St. #496. V-8, 5 speed, only 3,000 miles
$21,500
1998 Silverado Z71 - St #99163.1. Local, one owner, full power, only 21,000 miles
1998 Chev. Blazer 4x4 LT - St. #990121. Local, one owner, full warranty, 24,100 miles, fully loaded
Sale Price $24,400
Was $27.495 00

1998 Jeep Cherokee 4WD Ltd. - St. #99120.1. PNV, P/L, tilt & cruise, PS, cassette/CD,. leather, local
Reduced $18,996
one owner
1997 Toyota Tacoma Ext. Cab Pickup - St. #991501

.&110

NEW OWNER!
Keith Fain

100 ml bottles of dewormer for
your cattle herd.
Call the extension office by
March 5 if you plan to attend.

PET
TALK
by Dr. Bob Salley
If you are think ng of breeding
your dog, know that responsible
breeders want the animal's hips
to be certified through the
of
Foundation
Orthopedic
America. This requires x-rays of
the hips after the dog is two
years of age.

Sob
All breeding dogs should be
tested for Brucella canis, an
infectious dog venereal disease
that can cause infertility and
abortions.

ea
Many vets now use a
microchip I.D. system, which is
implanted under a pet's skin and
will help locate your pet nationwide if it gets lost or stolen.

.$13,485

Local trade. Only 55.000 miles.

1997 Chev. Suburban 4x4 - St. #992571. Local one owner, leather, loaded, only 16,000 miles
$28,985
1997 Chev. S-10 Stepside Pickup - St

$9,986

#99154.2. Red, PS/PB, A/C, 17,000 miles

1997 Dodge 1500 Club SLT - St. #99248.1. Driftwood, V-8. auto. PNV, P/L, tilt & cruise, 24,000 miles
$18,986
58.750

1997 Plymouth Neon - St. #99030.1. 4 door, auto., NC, PS/PB, 28.000 miles

1997 Ford F150 XL Club Cab Pickup - St. #98296.5. V-6, auto., PS/PB, P/L. 31,000 miles .
$15,995
1997 Buick Regal -St

.

#991431. 4 door, local, one owner, full power

$13,785

$11,995
1997 Saturn SW2 Station Wagon - St. #99240.1. Tan, auto., PM, P/L, tilt & cruise
excellent
1997 Chev. Tahoe 4 Dr. - St. #990471. Local, one owner, full power, only 38,500 miles,
Sale Price $25,600
condition. Was $28,995 NY.
1997 Dodge Intrepid - st.j$493. V-6, auto, PM,P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, burgandy
Reduced $12,975
1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #495. Auto. NC, white,-P/W, P/L. tilt & cruise, cassette.... Reduced S9,988
1997 Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT - St. #99077.1. White, V-8, auto., NC,PM,P/L, tilt & cruise
Reduced $17,995
27,000 miles
1996 Chev. S-10 Pickup - St. #985521. Local, one owner, 47,800 miles

S11,385

1996 Olds Cutlass - St

$10,485

#991405. 4 door, local, one owner, extra nice

1996 Jeep Cherokee 4 Door - St. #99299.1

4 WD, country white, leather, all power. 23,000 miles .

$15,995
$8,985

t996 Ford Ranger - St. #991091. Local trade, V-6. auto , only 31,500 miles

1996 Dodge 1500 Club Sport - St. #99188.1. V-8, auto., NC, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette
$15,995
1996 Chevrolet 3500 Crew Cab 4 Door Dually Diesel - St #99018.1. Red, auto., PM. Rt.
Reduced $19,982
Sentra GXE - St. #980901. One owner, full power. 34,160 miles, factory warranty, very
1996 ic
nice
Sale Price

Was $10.995

Wheat seminar to be held
In order to reach more wheat
producers. the Kentucky Small
Grain Growers'Association (KySGGA) and Wheat Tech, Inc. is holding the last seminar of its 199899 Wheat Production Seminar
Series March 9 in two locations
- Furches Farms in Murray from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. and Hancock
Farm in Fulton from 3:30 to 5:30.

nd

St. #99296.1. Dark green, PS/PB, A/C, 32,000 miles.

S8,995

1996 Pontiac Grand Prix - St. #97379.3. 4 dr.. V-6. auto., A/C. P/W. P/L tilt & cruise, 38.000 miles
, 119
99
s
e5
1995 Dodge 1500 Club SLT - St. #991781. Dark blue, V-8, auto., P/W. Pit, tilt & cruise. 55.0050m
S14,986

1995 Mercury Sable - St. #99106.1. 4 door, local, one owner, full power. 57,000 miles
1995 Nissan Pathfinder 4x4 - St. #992531. Local. one owner, full power. extra nice
1995 Honda Civic - St

95
79
2:4
18
$$

$7,285

#5270. One owner, great gas mileage

1995 Chevrolet Suburban - St. #991641. Local, one owner, full power, excellent condition $18,985
............... - Reduced $9,795
1995 Chrysler LHS - St. #985442. Local one owner. full power,
1995 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St

#991101-. Local one owner, full power. extra nice •
Reduced

S7.885

1995 Chev. Camaro - St #99242.1 V-6. auto.. A/C
1995 Subaru Legacy LS 4 Dr. - St. #985001 Local trade, full power, 84.000 miles, excellent $9,995
condition
Sale Price

Was $12,495 00

1994 Nissan Ext. Cab XE Pickup - St

$7,995

#99196 Local trade, full power, extra sharp

S11.985

#991391 Blueitan. V-8. auto., A/C, tilt & cruise... Reduced

S7,784

1994 Chev. Camaro Convertible - St
1994 Dodge 1500 LWB ST - St

#99121 1 PS/PB, A/C, extra clean. 59,000 miles

$10,495

1994 Dodge B250 Cony. Van - St.198321.1. Burgandy. V-6, auto., A/C, PAN, P/L•tilt & cruise
• Reduced $7,995
1993 Chevrolet 1500 SWB Silverado Pickup -St. #99086.1. Red, V-6..auto., P1W• PIL, tilt &
cruise

Any breed of dog with aggressive tendencies shouldn't play
tug-o-war games, because that
reinforces aggressive behavior.
•
GO

$"86
1992 GMC 1/2 Ton Ext. Cab - St. #98547.1. Local, one owner, 87,242 miles, excellent condition
Reduced $9,900
Was $12.495
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale
"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Com any."

sir

Never use scissors to cut out
mats on your animal's fur It's too
easy to create a serious cut
Brought to you as a public service by the veterinarians who
care for your animals at

2400 E. Wood

St.

Paris, IN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

Wastside
Veterinary
Service

0

1271 Robertson Rd South

Dodge

I miNt
Plymoutfi

753-6749

-4'

2420 E. Wood St.,
Paris, TN
(901)642-3900 ee/TOYOTA
1-800-325-3229

•
•• .
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CLASSIFIED

R.
I11

TO PLACE CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

(1.‘tis11:11.1)

R Iu

7534916

111,1)1.1% \ tl,
$6.25 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Rua.40% Discount 3rd Run.
411 J Ach Mimi ROAR *alum 6 Dr* Pencid

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Ad Deadlines
Pubi

- M, Mon. thru Fri.
OFFICE HOLAIS: 7:30 AM-5 P

day
Un,...da S6 00 MINIMUM I SA day be pa word pa do for cacti adtnnaJ
r Juts , Claudia& o into Shoppin Go.de $2 00 extra tor bi.nd boa ada
12 (.10 rata tor S

OD
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

165 Antique
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

Lin* Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

v

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

Help Wantild

Help'Meted

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

BAKER, prep cook, dish- PINELAKE Regional Hoswasher. Apply in perwson pital has openings for:
before 11am or after 2pm
Labor
and Delivery
The City of Murray, Kentucky, at meetings held on February 11 and February 25, 1999 at the
in
its New BeginNurses
HRH
Dumplin's,
305
S
the
folreadings
to,
and
adopted,
No
age
limit
to
apply
If
first
and
second
City
Council,
gave
regular meeting place of the
nings Birthing Center.
12th Street, Murray, KY,
your present policy is
lowing ordinance:
CERTIFIED OR NON These are immediate PRN
over 10 years old, it
ORDINANCE NO. 99-1178
may not cover some of
CERTIFIED
NURSING openings- all shifts. Graduthe newer treatments
ASSISTANT POSITIONS: ate of an accredited school
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY AUTHORIZING THE
such as chemotherExcellent benefit pack- of professional nursing.
ISSUANCE OF $498,800 PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF GENERAL OBLIGATION REFUNDapy For free informaages. On site certification Current RN licensure. ExING BONDS, SERIES 1999;APPROVING A FORM OF BOND; AUTHORIZING DESIGtion call
classes provided. Full-time perience is required. AddNATED OFFICERS TO EXECUTE AND DELIVER THE BONDS; AUTHORIZING AND
Jerry McConnell
or part-time:. Apply at: ed differential for PRN staDIRECTING THE FILING OF NOTICE WITH THE STATE LOCAL DEBT OFFICER;
Insurance
WestView Nursing Home. tus.
PROVIDING FOR THE PAYMENT AND SECURITY OF THE BONDS; CREATING A
753-4199
1401 S. 16th St. Murray
Medical Technologists
BOND PAYMENT FUND; CREATING A SINKING FUND; AUTHORIZING ACCEP-tree local clam service'
KY. Or contact Kristy Ste- Immediate PRN openings.
TANCE OF THE PROPOSAL OF FIFTH THIRD BANK OF KENTUCKY,INC. FOR THE
phenson, RN, Clinical Co- all shifts. MT (ASCP) or
PURCHASE OF THE BONDS; AND REPEALING INCONSISTENT ORDINANCES.
Want to
ordinator at 502-762-1591. equivalent. Added diffenWEIGHT
LOSE
This Ordinance sets forth general rules, regulations and conditions for the issuance of generCHURCH Choir Director. tial for PRN status.
easily and economically
al obligation refunding bonds by the City of Murray for the purpose of refunding outstanding
Pinelake Regional
Must be able to work with
favorwhile
your
enjoying
indebtedness to the County Employees Retirement System. Provisions are made for the authoriHospital
other
staff
as
a
team
memite foods such as:
zation and issuance of general obligation bonds; for the application of the proceeds of the bonds;
ber. Prefer music degree. 1099 Medical Center Cir.
Pancakes,
Pot
Roast
&
for the establishment of a Bond Payment Fund and a Sinking Fund; and for certain covenants of
Mayfield, KY 42066
Beginning work about 3
Potatoes, Fettucini
the City with respect to the bonds. The Bonds are to be sold to Fifth Third Bank, Kentucky, Inc.,
Equal Opportunity
hours per week. Salary
Chocolate Chip
Alfredo,
on the basis of a proposal submitted by said bank, are to bear interest at a par annum rate equal
Employer
above average for part
Cookies, and more?
to 4.90%, payable August 1 of each year, and are scheduled to mature on August 1, 2002. subject
time. Advancement assurto mandatory sinking fund redemption in varying principal amounts on August 1 of each of the
ed as program grows. For All applicants should apply
Call your
years 1999 through 2001. As required by KRS 83A.060, the following Section 7 of the Ordinance
further information and a at the Office of EmployNutriSystem Direct"'
is set forth in its entirety:
personal consultant today application, call Rev. Ri- ment Services at 319
chard C. Denton at 502- South 7th Street, Mayfield,
for free information!
full
general
obliThe
Bonds
shall
be
Creation
of
Sinking
Fund.
"Section 7 - General Obligation;
653-2141.
KY 42066
753-3114
or
753-5503
gations of the City and, for the payment of said Bonds and the interest thereon, the full faith,
DEPENDABLE
waitSPORTSMAN'S
credit and revenue of the City are hereby jiledged for the prompt payment thereof. During the
resses, dishwashers and
NutriSystem Direct"'
ANCHOR RESORT &
period the Bonds are outstanding, there shall be and there hereby is levied on all the taAble propWeight loss delivered to kitchen help for Cypress MARINA hiring for the
erty in the City, in addition to all other taxes, without limitation as to rate, a direct tax annually
Springs Resort. Call for 1999 Season as follows:
your door!
in an amount sufficient to pay the principal of and interest on the Bonds when and as due, it being
appointment. 436-5496. •
MARINA- needs Outside
WEDDING
hereby found and determined that current tax rates are within all applicable limitations. Said tax
DRIVERS
NEEDED: Dock Person and Store
and
shall be and is hereby ordered computed, certified, levied and extended upon the tax duplicate
PHOTOGRAPHER LOOK! Get your CDL and
knowledgeable
collected by the same officers in the same manner and at the same time that taxes for general Packages starting at $99, a great job. Train Locally Clerk,
and fishing
boats
about
Said
tax
shall
be
placed
purposes for each of said years are certified, extended and collected.
14yrs experience. Lifetime Earn up to $800 or more.
helpfui, rotating shifts,
before and in preference to all other items and for the full amount thereof provided, however, that member International
Get weekends off.
must be able to work
in each year to the extent that the other lawfully available funds of the City are available for the Freelance Photographers
1-800-398-9908.
weekends and holidays
payment of the Bonds and are appropriated for such purpose, the amount of such direct tax upon Organization. 753-1001.
EXPERIENCED medical when called for, and in
all of the taxable property in the City shall be reduced by the amount of such other funds so availinsurance clerk. Full or good physical health, retirable and appropriated.
part-time. Excellent pay. ees welcome. Full time
Send resume to PO Box and part time positions.
There is hereby established with t: r'ity a sinking fund (the "Sinking Fund"). The funds
derived from said tax levy hereby required or other lawfully available funds shall be placed in the NEW Year, new location 1040-D, Murray, KY RESORT- Grounds Main42071.
tenance, full time and part
Sinking Fund and, together with interest collected on the saint, are irrevocably pledged for the Professional lady. late
FRONT office help want- time positions. Must be
payment of the interest on and principal of all bonds issued under the Act and Tax-Supported 40's. Auburn hair, would
ed, computer experience, able to work weekends
Leases, as defined in the Act, when and as the same fall due. Amounts shall be transferred from like to meet professional
able to work flexible hours. and holidays and in good
the Sinking Fund to the Bond Payment Fund at the times and in the amounts required by Section gentlemen. Respond to
Apply in person, Racer physical health, retirees
P.O.Box 1040 Y, Murray,
6 hereof."
Inn, S. 12th St. No phone welcome. Call weekdays
KY
calls please.
only, between 9:00 to 4:00
Reference is, hereby made to the full text of the Ordinance, a copy of which is on file at the
FULL time Certified Dental for interview and job applioffices of the City Clerk, for a complete statement of its provisions and terms.
502-354-6568.
Assistant needed. Send cations/s/ Sarah Duncan
resume to: P.O.Box 1040 Located on Hwy 68 at JonCity Clerk LOST- Brief case contain T. Murray, KY 42071.
athan Creek.
mg IRS and tax papers
WANTED: Babysitter in
CERTIFICATION
HANDYMAN needed for
my home, Mon- Fri, 7amI, the undersigned City Clerk of the City of Murray, Kentucky, hereby certify that the forego- Reward offered Lost bemaintenance and repair of 4pm. Must have referening is a Summary of an Ordinance of the City of Murray, Kentucky, which was adopted by the tween Coles Campground
Safety. Murray rental properties. ces. Call 753-0980 after
City of Murray, Kentucky on February 25, 1999. I further certify that the foregoing summary was and MSU Public
References
required. 5pm.
753-8117
prepared for the City by Dirk M. Bedarff, Esq. Peck, Shaffer & Williams LLP, Attorneys at Law,
Good extra income for the
Video
LOST:
Watch
at
118 W. Fifth Street, Covington, Kentucky 41011.
070
Gold. Must find. Sentimen- right person. Call 759Domestic &
WITNESS my hand this 25th day of February, 1999.
tal value. Call 759-9215 if 5073
Childcare
found. Reward!
IMMEDIATE
opening
/s/ Sarah Duncan
CLEANING
houses is my
THIS space is reserved
available for LPN or CertiCity Clerk
business , Reliable Call
the day might come.
fied Medical Assistant
Linda 759-9553
Your pet has strayed
PREPARATION CERTIFICATE
(CMA) for busy physician's
can't find its way home. office Competitive wages IN home licensed Day
The undersigned Attorney at Law, licensed to practice in Kentucky, hereby certificates that the
care, near town, has openand benefits Mail resume
foregoing title summary of a Bond Ordinance of the City of Murray, Kentucky, was prepared by
the undersigned and constitutes a general summary of essential provisions of said ordinance, ref- Just give us a call, we'll to PO Box 1040-K, Mur- ings. Daily activities. 7670791
be glad to help,
ray, KY 42071
erence to the full text of which ordinance is hereby made for a complete statement of its proviYour loved one we'll
100
Sidfig-and terms.
try to find,
IMMEDIATE opening for
Business
/s/ Dirk M. Bedarff Cause we all have Furry nurses aide with experiOPPodunitY
Peck, Shaffer & Williams LLP
or Feathered Friends,
ence working in a medical HAWAIIAN Snow, busi
118 W. Fifth Street
Here at the
facility. Competitive wages ness selling snow
cones
Ledger & Times.
and benefits. Mail resume and fresh fruit drinks. Seato PO Box 1040-K, Mur- sonal, good location,
great
Call 753-1916 ray, KY 42071.
business for your teenLITTLE School Daycare ager. Serious inquiries onNotice
looking for full and part ly please. 753-6042 after
time help. Minimum wage 6pm.
BIBLE message 759-5177
Call 759-0010 for an apALTERATIONS
MARKETING in herbal,
ACCOUNTAN
needed
pointment.
Ruth s See & Sew
CONSIDERING Abortion/
botanical, skin care, cospart time 20-25 hours per
753-6981
Call LifeHouse 753-0700
metics, nutritional prodweek. Prefer daily 9 until 1 NEED someone to run up
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
FOR Good Clean Fun
ARE THINGS getting a litucts Unlimited income
or 2pm but flexible. Full commercial trot lines, will
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
Stop by
tle HAIRY'
)Banish the
Call Pam Perry,
skills with experience pre- train. 753-4571 after 4pm
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
worry of shaving. waxing
CORNER POCKETS in
502-522-8758
ferred naturally. Contact NOW forming winter pool
Almo Heights Formerly
& tweezing permanently
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
Gale Hawkins at 753-7001 leagues Individual players
Thweatt s Service Station
Call Skinsations
or leave resume at Haw- or teams can inquire at
standardized into 10 plans offering different
Computers
There's games for all ages kins Research, Inc. 1304 Breaktime
Electrolysis
&
Skincare.
Billiards. 759levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
including pool There's
753-5900
Chestnut Street, Suite E, 9303.
-COMPUTERS are enteron an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
even snacks
Leigh Knight. CE
Murray, KY
PATTI'S Restaurant in taining, educational and
pohcies will be issued at the lowest available
Open every evening exATTENTION
Grand Rivers is now hiring useful for numerous tasks
premium.
ATTN: LPNs. RNs, RTs
cept Wednesday and
Primestar Customers'
salad personnel and expe- such as creating greeting
and Paramedics! Become
book
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
Sunday
We
even
For A limited time you can
rienced hostesses and cards, typing letters or rean RN OF BSN graduate
parties
companies to give you the best possible rates
servers Apply in person ports, and managing montrade your Pnmestar bill
and increase your income.
and service.
for an 18" digital satellite
Monday-Thursday. 2-4prn
ey Get on the world wide
WYANT'S CAR VALET
without going back to
rightsystem
Freethat's
web with a Hawkins ReHandwash ng, detailing,
Please give us a call for a rate quote.
school! To schedule your- RESPONSIBLE part-time
Gel
the equipment & installasearch computer
wax robs. free pickup and
interview in Paducah, call truck driver, experience a
ninety days same as cash
tion are Free Programdelivery service in town.
Robert Tallman by March plus with tank endorsefinancing with payments
ming starts with Amenca's
Quality products and Sat18 1-800-737-2222
ment Please call after equal to $11.23 per week
top 40 channels for
isfaction is Guaranteed!
5pm. 753-7824,
AVON
at Hawkins Research, Inc
$19 99 You can also reGift Certificates Available
Earn extra income by rep- SIRLOIN Stockade now Used computers availableceive ABC, NBC, CBS.
Handwash & Detail $20
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
PBS, & FOX Call 901- Vans, Trucks, SUV's $25 resenting the 11 cosmetics hinng daytime bakery at- 1304 Chestnut Street.
tendant Please apply in Murray, Kentucky- 502642-4077 Beasley Antencompany 1-888-669-6820
Wax Jobs $45 & $55
person 926 S. 12th Street
na & Satellite
753-7001."
IND/SLS/REP
75-3-7262

CANCER
INSURANCE

Hottest of the Hot
"NFL BAMMERS"
Salvino's Football Bears Are Here!

RaaPbevig
Court Square • Murray • 75340439

You've tried the rest, now come to the best! 11 you're
tired of not getting the service you paid for, come let
the Knights take care of you. 56 years combined experience and product guarantees means you CAN NOT
go wrong with us. We're not happy until you're happy!

Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight

Erg

Comt

Singl

Alummui
CI 5 mi

Tol
Black

Burley
57.20/3

Call 502.
by app

Murray
lrzn- Taylor Rd

Knights

Hazel, KY

Crass)

inimmamma.g
ii IVO:: xi

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Euerydav" Discount Prices
-Norwalk "Stanley "Hooker
-Kimball "Universal -Broyhill
"Pulaski -Restonic "Basset "Kesler

S. TM,

114„,

Downtown
Murray

Free
Financing

IYoi
Calloway Monument Co.
"Still" Family
Owned & Operated
Custom designing & individual
craftsmanship continue to be our

(
- Con:

"Specialty"
Mon-Fri 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun by Appt.

753-1962

Professional Truck Drivers
Excellent Miles/Money • Friendly
Dispatch • Excellent Equipment
• Home Every 7-10 days

Renta
-. Area's
A Social
Discot
Court

Pans,'

Benefits: Health & Life Insurance
• 401K • Direct Deposit Weekly • Paid
Vacations • Riders Policy

800-925-5133
CI,

I n su2r

Vinyl S:

David I

www.ebIrs.com

MANAGER TRAINEE
Will you earn $30,000-$40,000 this year and more
in future years?
International Company, in its 8th decade of growth
needs 5 manager trainees in the local area. Are you:
Sportsminded
'Goal Oriented
• Bondable with good references
If you qualify, you will be guaranteed:
• Minimum 3 weeks expense paid training
• Complete benefit and retirement package
Unlimited earning potential and advancement possibilities await you. Act today for a secure tomorrow

CALL TODAY
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
502-443-3313
ASK FOR NOEL HUTCHERSON
E.OL/M/t

•„

r •,•

' v.::
.•
I.,....a
r•

-

753-7728

Hwy. 641 - 1-1/2 Miles South of
Murray to Tom Taylor Road. Right
1500 yards.

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

•' •

t'umput4
502

288 and

CARPET &FL OR COVERING

McConnell
Insurance Agency

v

CASH pail
sho'
tols. Bel
Goods, 51
ray.

Float 1

riga

-•

CASH for
Old or Nin

Vinyl I
1 4x70

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

-

MOM I
Repairs, ul
stallations,
systems to
site servit
tech. 75:
742-1552.

Ted

Special Price

060

060

Legal Notice

SUMMARY OF BOND ORDINANCE

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m
Tues. 3 p.m
Wed. 3 p.m
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Just Say "Charge It"

010

010

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

386 COMI
memory,
Panasonic
mouse,
books/ vid
ware $40(

''` •
••

•
v •
•.

• • •

•
• •••',..
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Ah

• 'rs

•
•••

,
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Limitet

4t1
302
Nouni

So

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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140

FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectable,
and other antiques, 1
piece or all. Call 753-3633.
NEEDED: Dark fired, air
cured, and/ or burley tobacco base. Will pay cash
MOM Computers
Repairs, upgrades and in- or shares Call 759-1693,
stallations. Custom built WANTED. Kirby vacuum
systems to your specs. On cleaner, will pay top dollar
site service by certified 759-5324
tech. 753-2316 -pager WANTED, Riding mowers,
go-carts, & 4-wheelers that
742-1552
need work. 436-2867
140
386 COMPUTER- added
memory, Windows 3 11,
Panasonic color printer,
instructional
mouse,
books/ videos, extra software, $400. 753-5128.

Want la Buy

.50
Articles
For Sale

CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.

$1400
ENGAGEMENT
Ring, asking $500 obo.
759-4846.
14FT Trailer factory. Brick
saw. 436-5067

Keep your
computer in

Top Shape
call the

Tehelarowattgland
Justin Crosser

Computer Repair, Upgrade, Raining & Installation

502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

Four Star Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Vinyl Underpinning K-Rok Underpinning
14x70 28" avg. hght. 1 pc. white rubber roofs

2 TWIN Jenny Linn beds,
box springs & mattress
$150. Upright deep freeze,
$100. 489-2736.
Factory
COOKWARE
clearance! We quit doing
dinner parties! Have a few
beautiful new 17pc. sets
left! 7-ply! 100% waterless!
Was $1,599, now $394!
$70 bonus! 800-434-4628.
EVEREST & Jennings
electric wheelchair only 5
years old Excellent condition, top of the line, loaded 436-5561 leave message
FOR Sale. T-Shirt press
for transfers. National
Brand, top of the line,
w/heat set & timer, hardly
used. Perfect condition,
$450 Call 474-8704 after
5pm.
LARGE Scroll saw on
wheels, $175. Hallet Davis
piano, $200. Call after
3:30pm. 759-3104.
PROM dresses, garters,
shoes, jewelry &
tuxedo rentals
Merle Norman
98 W 5th St
Benton, KY
502-527-8899
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Gcniers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
WEDDING dress, Bridesmaid dress (peach), Black
& White prom dress, all
size 9-10, Call 759-5339,
after 6pm.
WEIDER weight machine
$125. 437-4722.

$1.69 per sr r lustake

$306.00
Combination Door

Treated Decks
w/completed handrails

$235.00

$425.00
10x20 $1100.00
10x50 $2700.00
6x10

Single Blank Door

$120.00
Aluminum & Vinyl Windows

App0endn
USED built in Tappan
dishwasher,
excellent
working condition. $60.
753-595C.

5 miles south of Murray on 641 Hwy. 502-492-8488

160
. Home Furnishings

Tobacco Float Supplies

2PC living room group
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663.

Black Plastic - Guaranteed Not To Leak!
16'x100'- $30.00
20'x100'-$35.00
Float Trays - Not Disposable'-- $1.20
288 and 338 cell size available

Burley Gold soil media
$7.20/3 cubic foot long • t/1 soil media!
Why pay more?
Call 502-435-4131 to order. Pick up 7 to 9 a.m, daily or
by appointment at Rob. Debbie or Ashley Morton's
farm. 1561 Rayburn Road. Murra. KY

BEDROOM
group,
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
OAK kitchen table with leaf
and 4 chairs; 2 barrel back
chairs, light teal velour,
and small square table.
759-1536.
SINGER zig-zag sewing
machine with cabinet and
seat. Like new! $100. 753-,
5128.

1

-11112 Antiques

"STOP"
Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales

ALL pieces oak, roll top
desk & chair, large wardrobe, secretary, four stack
bookcase, glass door, pie
safe, hall tree, 48" round
table, six chairs, spool leg
table, rocker, and mantle
clock. 492-6175_ "

112 So, 12th Murray. KY 42071

Phone:753-6910
Has Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

ing

o.

WANT ADS
WORK

Dia1-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

DIAL

753-1916

ALMO Country Store and
Crawford's Garden Center
Intersection 1824 & 464,
Alma, KY 753-1934 New
selection of concrete lawn
ornaments, glazing balls,
bird baths, water fountains, etc visit the gift
shop for hospital, funeral
homes, and special occasions. We deliver' Bedding
plants arriving soon

REDUCED manufacture"
home and large

extras. Lci
Ptlict
be$24,900.
lc
75 a/5
VERY nice 16x80, 3br, 2
bath Mobile Home, stone
look underpinning, in mobile home park in Hazel,
KY. Call 800-642-4891

Equipment.
1BR Mobile Home in quie
SLIGHTLY used 1995 country setting. 1 mile
Horse or Stock Trailer, from MSU campus with
12x6x6'6, and 2 hay possible horse boarding
racks 435-4305.
$175/mo 753-1188
2BR, 1 bath, doublewide.
94E, 4 miles. 759-4118.
2BR, 11/2 bath, 1/2 acre
lot. $260/mo. 753-6012.
LOSE WEIGHT
THE LAZY WAY!
Incredible fat burning
Moon For Rot
cookie. A secret formula
revs up metabolism. 100%
2BR, 2 bath, 12x65, gas
natural high fiber, great
heat. Rent to own. 759tasting cookie. 1 a day,
4118.
watch the fat melt away.
NICE 2br trailer, no pets
For information send $1 to
753-9866
Cookie Diet Plan, Dept.
#2, PO Box 874, Murray,
KY 42071.
LOT for rent 492-8488
14X70 FLEETWOOD, 2br,
1 bath, microwave, disnwasher, washer & dryer.
753-9866

Business Rentals

Office Space
Various size units

Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

FLEETWOOD
1983
14x70, 3br, 2 bath, all
electric. Built house, need
to sell. $6,500. 753-6337.

ppt

1tfj

Formal Wear Headquarters
Formal Wear

g

and Limousine

ers

Court Square West
Pans, TN 38242
\.........2
/
1
4
01)842-5300

aid

1.Insured

Weddings, Peanut
and Banquets.

304 Main Street
Murray. KY 42071
(5021753-1300

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"

33

Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Buses • Brkk

David Borders

Phone(502)75974734

Ed's Wheel Alignment
more

•owth
you

posirrow

ON

Alignment & Complete Brake
Service, Struts and Shocks eti

INSURANCE

(5021753-1351

Lou V. McGary
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

t
.
36i.ho7
2(
46 S
75.

Metal Roofing

)

Visit our brand new store at
302 4th Si. Hazel, KY • Rt. on Calloway, left on 4th
(1 1/2 blocks from Main St.)502-492-6206

TAX SHOP
(
CAROL BLOCK, EA
South:1de Center • 615A-1 S. 12th St.
Ph/Fax 502-753-4668

All Sizes Available

753-5585

Could

Be
Here!

/

.• • •
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BE THE FIRST TO LIVE in
this new lake home. 2000
sq. ft. under roof with a full
unfinished.
basement
Large kitchen and dining
area, living room, master
For We
bedroom has walk-in closet, decks galore & upstairs
180X100 Lot in Highland loft. Make this your permaOaks Subdivision, adjoins nent home, lake cottage or
Candlelight Estates. Re- investment. Situated on
stricted. Water. 759-1758.
3.3 acres +/- near Paris
Landing Boat Dock & Marina. Moody Realty CompaFor Sae
ny Inc., 410 Tyson Ave2 OR 3br house on 2 nue, Paris, TN. 800-642acres in a country setting 5093. MLS# 29407 Call
only 5 minutes from town. Carrye Moody today'
2 out buildings, central h/a. DUPLEX for sale. 2br. and
$72,000 Call 753-3962 a bath on each side.
$85,000. in Northwood.
leave message.
759-4406 •
2BR, 1 bath brick home.
Central h/a, gas logs on 5 HOME for sale by owneracre wooded lot. 32X32 2br. 1 bath, carport, newer
masonry block building. home in historic Hazel. FiSmall 1 car garage. Call nancing available 492435-4014 anytime.
8266.

e"
44sti

Looking for the PERFECT HOMESITE?
Look no further
Murray Estates- The Perfect combination
of lifestyles and location
94W. City limits- Watch for our entrance
Ph. 1-888-673-0040 Toll Free)
502-435-4487

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Now is A Great Time to Build

Tony Henderson
Plumbing
Residential and Committal
New Construction & Repair
P.O. Box 169
Phone:(502) 437-4545
Hardin, KY 42048
Pager:(502) 742-1039
Licensed & Insured

our Ad

BUILDINGS ARE ASSEMBLED ON SITE.
TERMS: Paid in full upon completion.

...AV.^ •
•• •."4 •

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting tolaurchase
homes- all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous
and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main.

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536.

All sheds are FOR cute Choice of brown or charcoal
black shingles All extenot wood is treated for
weather resistance Options and prices are asatlable
upon request in,luding windows, double doors on
eight foot aide buildings sent% ramps. shelses
lofts r

lds'siO cud Smell Business ?cues • Fed & Ky Ekoctronc F

Reel Wale

(502)7534343

Special -8x8 •'785

(13 week minimum)

HORSES for sales-Belgian
Mares, Riding Mare, Mule
colt. 753-7478

All Size Units
Available

641 Storage

Wholesale-Utility Sheds

$156"

Livestock & Sopphss

Bruce Green
Adl411gc,„.0r,

1'800-585'6033

Your Ad Could
Be Here For

BOXER puppies, AKC,
females. 502-247-6215 after 4pm.
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858.
JACK Russell puppies
ready to go! 759-8080.
MINI Dachshund, 5mo old,
red, female. $250. Phone
753-8440.
REGISTERED Golden Retriever. $150. each. Please
call after lpm. 489-2916

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-$40/mo
759-4081.

1-800-909-9064

All Types of Refuse Service

AKC Samoyed & Akita
puppies Spring Special'
382-2331

753-3853

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Commercial Waste
Disposal

& SuPPB114

2BR, gas heat, carport
utility room, refrigerator
stove $34,900. 415 So
10th. 759-4696 or 4354602.
3BR brick house, 31.2
miles east of Hazel on
State Line Road. Will sell
with 1 or 29 acres. 502753-8943 or 502-7535967.
3BR brick on large lot on
Scenic Drive off Potter
town Rd. Approximately 3
Murray
miles
from
$40,000 Call Jones &
Ross Realty 527-7224.
3BR house on 1 acre lot,
condition
immaculate
94E, 101'2 miles from Murray & 5 minutes from lake.
474-8865.
3BR, 2 bath, brick maintenance free home, in the
$70's. 753-8245.
3BR, brick, 2 baths, carport, city water, 3 miles
from Murray. 753-9711.
3BR, brick, 2 full baths, 2
car attached and a 20x24
unattached garage on 21/2
acres on Hwy 301 Clear
Springs. 502-658-3388.
4BR, 2 story home, near
university, dining room &
basement. Priced in $70's.
753-1040.
4BR, 21/2 bath brick. trilevel, 2600sq ft, large
yard, great in town location, close to schools
1615 Cardinal $116,000
753-2052 or 759-8354

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units. 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

(Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

PRIME
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY Two adjoining
lots located on 79 N Last
corner in Paris city limits. 1
lot
100'x230',
also
135'x230' corner lot. Total
hwy frontage 235'. Will sell
one or both. Financing
available. Call 901-6443039 or 642-7784

If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor, with blueprints & specifications
we can give you a contract price before we start. It
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake homes,
large or small.

119 Main • 753-6266

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE

Collectible Treasures
Limited Edition Dolls, Bears, Jewelry & Clothing

STORAGE

• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

Mon.-Fri. Ethnon Jones, Owner
700-400

Storage Rentals

INCOME TAX
of the Deductibles?

R• entals begin at $29 99
▪ Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear.
Social Invitations by Carlson Crat and McPherson
Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding

2, 3 & 48R houses, lease
& deposit required.
753-4109.
2BR house appliances furnished, w/d hook-up. No
pets. 753-0728 after 4pm.
3 BEDROOM, gas heat,
w/d hookup, appliances,
$450/mo. 753-9636.
3BR brick with stove, refngerator, & carport. Available March 10th. $450/mo
plus deposit. 753-8981.
38R
house,
garage,
fenced in yard, central h/a,
no pets, near campus.
$500/mo plus deposit.
502-527-8585
3BR House. $500/mo deposit. Located at 9909 St
RI 121 N. 489-2296.
3BR, 2 bath brick, 8 miles
north. $600/mo. plus deposit. 753-8582.
3BR, 2 bath, two car garage, central h/a. Will be
available as of 3/6/99.
901-642-1846.
COMPLETELY remodeled
house. 3br, 2 bath, dining
room, living room, utility,
central h/a, gas fireplace,
garage,'and large storage
building. 3 miles from
town. Call 753-5719 (day)
or 753-2647 (night).
HAZEL, 2br, lease & deposit. 492-8526.
LARGE 4br, 2 bath home,
only 2 blocks from MSU.
$650/mo lease possible.
759-5967.
SMALL house on lake.
527-3113. Leave message.
VERY nice, 2br. 1 bath,
stove, refrigerator furnished, w/d hookup. No pets, 1
month deposit, $300/mo.
753-2905.

EASTSIDE

Does Your Policy Pay 100%

Over 25 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE

NOW available- lbr apartment, furnished and paid
utilities Lease and deposit
required. Near downtown
1BR, 1 bath apartment in No pets. 436-2755.
town No pets. $180/mo
NOW taking applications
Deposit required. 759- for 1, 2 & 3br apartments
1519.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apart1BR, large, very nice, par- ments, 902 Northwood Dr.
tially furnished, w/d includ- Equal Housing Opportunied, gas heat. Lease & de- ty. 759-4984. TDD* 1-800posit required. $300/mo. 247-2510.
753-0919 or 1-800-589- RED
OAKS
APART7956.
MENTS: Make it your
1BR, near MSU, $200/mo. home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR, near MSU, utilities price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
furnished. Coleman RE
8am-5pm,
Mon,-Fri.
759-4118.
Equal
2BR apt, central h/a. Wis- (502)753-8668,
well Rd, $350 rent & de- Housing Opportunity.
posit. 753-3415 or 753- SMALL 2br new campus,
7123.
no pets. 753-5980.
2BR Duplex at 1304-A VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
Valleywood. $375/mo.
duplex w/garage, applian759-4406
ces furnished, central gas
2BR Duplex with carport, h/a, $550/mo. lyr lease, 1
central h/a. 18021/2-A mo. deposit. No pets. 753Monroe Ave. $375. Depos- 2905.
it. 1 year lease, no pets.
753-8002.
2BR Duplex, 2br apartment, bath me. Call MurLARGE bedroom in pleas
Cal Realty 753-4444.
ant home. Share large liv
2BR duplex, central h/a, ing room, kitchen, & bath,
appliances
furnished. w/d, satellite tv., $170 utilAvailable now. Coleman ities included. 753-9211.
RE 759-4118.
SLEEPING
room
2BR new apartment, cen- $150/mo Coleman RE,
tral h/a, dishwasher, w/d.
753-9898
Diuguid Drive. $400/mo.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
Fee am(
2BR, 1 bath apartment,
Wiswell Road, all appliances. Call Mur-Cal 753- 1YR old, 3br, 2 bath home
$660/mo Mur-Cal Realty.
4444.
753-4444
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,

1BR like new, dishwasher.
w/d, available now Coleman RE 759-4118

1987 14X70 Buccaneer,
central h/a, appliances fur2br, 2 bath. $10,000. 502- COMMERCIAL building nished, $475/mo, lyr
over 1800sq ft., 3 over527-5011.
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7531990 48X24 Buccaleer, head doors. Location, 5 2905 or 753-7536.
3br, 2 bath, large whirlpool points. More information,
2BR, 2 bath duplex, appliRogers Enterprises
tub, and large lot. East of
ances, carport, central h/a,
753-5140
Murray. New 16x20 out$400 rent & deposit. 1517
building fenced in backNOW RENTING
Henry. 435-4125
yard, 48' deck on front. Offices of various sizes
$46,000. Phone 753-8440. and prices_ Furnished or 2BR, 2 bath, gas utilities,
1180sq ft, garage, tile, all
1992 16X80 Belmont, 3br, unfurnished, paid utilities.
the
extras, super nice.
PROFESSIONAL
6pm
Call
after
2 bath.
$600/mo 436-2834 903
BUILDING
527-1372.
N 201h.
415 S. 4th St.
1992 ATLANTIC 16x80,
2BR,
central gas h/a, ap759-0633,
436-2856
eve3br, 2 bath. 753-6390 or
pliances
furnished
nings.
753-8555.
1995 26X60 Doublewide, OFFICE or retail space in $300/mo. Coleman RE.
753-9898.
excellent condition, 3br, 2 the Southside Shopping
bath, please call after Center 753-6612 or 753- 4BR, 21/2 bath Townhouse, 1217 North 16th.
5pm. 502-437-4254.
4509.
Available now. Coleman
1996 16x80 FLEETWOOD
RE 759-4118.
Reflections, Ltd. 3Br. 2
EFFICIENCY apt, utilities
bath, immaculate condiincluded, $210/mo.
1 & 2BR apartments, are
tion. Assumable mortgage.
753-9211.
professionally
cleaned
be753-8010.
fore
you
move
in.
Call
EXTRA nice 2br duplex, all
NEW homes starting at
$15,900. with central heat Mur-Cal Realty. 753-4444. appliances, 1819 Ridge& air. See the housing 1 BEDROOM Apt tor rent wood, $450/mo.
leader!! Dinkins Mobile close to college $250/mo. 2BR, 2 bath duplex w/gaOakhill,
1706
rage.
Homes, Inc. 2427 E. Wood 759-4138.
St. Paris, TN. 1-800-642- 1 OR 2br apts. near down- $600/mo. 753-7457.
town Murray starting at EXTRA nice, 1 br, 1 bath,
4891.
NO one, no where has a $200/mo. 753-4109.
central gas h/a, appliances
better housing value! Over., 1BR apartment across furnished, including w/d,
60 new & used homes to street from MSU. Unfur- $375/mo, lyr lease, 1 mo
chose from. One of South- nished, has w/d, no pets, deposit, No pets.
east largest & oldest deal- lyr lease. More informa753-2905
ership. Dinkins Mobile tion, Rogers Enterprises, LARGE brick, 2br, applianHomes, Inc. 2427 E. Wood 753-5140. night 767-9230. ces, central gas h/a, utility
St. Paris, TN 1-800-642- 1BR apartment. 5 miles room, low utilities, quiet
south 121. 1 year lease, family home, no pets.
4891.
no pets, furnished. $225. $395/mo. 753-8828.
rent & deposit. 759-850.
NEW 3br Condoplex. all
1BR apartment. clean and appliances. central h/a.
nice, with stove, refrigera- Now taking applicants for
tor, dishwasher, washer rent 03/01/99, lyr lease
and dryer. No pets. 753- 759-9835 or 753-0834
9841 or 436-5496.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 318R apartment, no pets, 4br house w/washer & drynear campus 753-5980.
er, furnished, near MSU.
1BR apt available, all ap- Inquire at 1210 Main St.
pliances furnished Mur- 753-1252 before 5pm,
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
753-0606 after 5pm.

\
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502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Tree Trimming
Stump Removal
Hedge Trimming

Full Line of
Equipment
Free Estimates

Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

NEW home offered by NICE 3br, 11/2
bath, cenowner 3br. 2 full baths, tral h/a, hardwoo
d floors,
vaulted ceiling, central h/a, new roof. $72,500
. 753natural
gas
approx. 3584.
1944sq ft under root with NICE
starter home, 2br,
wood patio deck. Location: recently remodel
ed North
641 North of Murray 7 Murray on 464
$42,500
miles, left on Charlie Miller
759-9466
Road, right on Shamrock RENTAL
property, 2 & 4br
Lane. 0.51 acre lot. Hurry!! houses
located within
Super buy at $109,500. walking
distance of UniverFor appointment phone
sity. Ph 753-1040
352-243-2062 or 502-4374568.
NEW Nearing completion
3Br. 2 bath brick house
1984 HONDA Aspacade
with 10' ceiling in living
room dining room, tray loaded, 20,xxx miles, like
Only
ceiling in master bedroom, new, must see
whirlpool, white cabinet, $3.900 437-4568
hardwood floors in entry 1985 HARLEY Serious in.and kitchen Fireplace, quiries $4,200 489-2246
screened porch, steps MANCO go-carts, seats 2
leading to attic storage. adults 13 hp Honda moLocated at 1302 Larkspur tor 492-6175
Dr. Campbell Sub
759-4586
NEW on the market! Neat
three bedroom, two bath
home with living room and
1993 FORD Explorer, Ed
den. Located in Coles
die Bauer 107xxx $9250
Campground area. Two
obo 437-4722
car detached garage,
above ground 27' swim- 1993 S-10 Blazer, 84K
ming pool, gas log fire- $10,000 382-3925
place
Many updates 1996 CHEROKEE CounPriced at $105,900. Call try 4x4, 41,xxx, local one
Kopperud Realty at 753- owner, sharp& $15,900
435-4423
1222 for your showing.

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Listed

Click here
to view a listing of
our inventory

Online Cub Rebate

DWAIN
TAYLOR
role/
OF MURRAY. KY

Electrical
Standby Power
Electrical Generators for
Residential, Agricultural
& Commercial use

Sales and Installation

Ph. or Fax 502-382-2333

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

Auto Loans
if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st time buyers.
bad credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800)874-056 k

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
/I igh way
15 South

217-9300
1-800-874-0256

Mayfield
Kentucki

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
109 SUNBURY - MURRAY (B•hind Bunny Bread)
7534910

1983 CHRYSLER New
Yorker Fifth Avenue, p/s,
p/b, a/c, good condition
$900 759-0814

1986 FORD Taurus LX
Wagon, 4dr. automatic,
loaded, 115,xxx miles
$1500 obo. Call 753-0252
1990 300ZX, red, black interior, 66K miles, new
tires, cd player 492-6175

1994. 2DR Cutlass Supreme, white w/all options,
3100 V6 Days 753-4563
ask for Mike. Nights 7593366
1995 TOYOTA Supra, twin
turbo,
burgundy
red.
51,xxx miles $25.000
753-9479 days, 759-1509
evenings
1997 Honda Accord Special Edition, loaded, alloy
wheels, cd player, 31,XXX
miles $16,500 Contact
492-8500
Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have
been turned down before.
Loans available for no
credit, bad credit, and
bankruptcy buyers. No cosigners needed. Must
have at $750 cash or
trade-in
Call the 24 hour
Automated Credit
Repair Hotline

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Y rs experience
New Construction • Remodeling* Repairs* Custom Cabinets* Concrete
Work AGC Certified
435-4272
ANDY Hefner- The Appliance Works Servicing ma'or appliances 753-2455.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113.
BOOKKEEPING/
Accounting Service Get your
books ready for your tax
preparer References, 15+
years experience, professional. personal service
Computerized.
Call
Joanne 759-1519.
CARPETS, cleaned, commercial and residential.
Call 554-0365.

Specializing in Asphalting
& Driveway sealing. also
rock hauling Free Estimates 437-4774
CALL D.B. Lawns, Etc.
for your yard clean-up,
landscaping, & life hauling
REASONABLE RATES
767-0768
CARPET cleaned by Cert
Techs. Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
CLARK'S LAWN CARE
Free estimates, 9 years
experience. 767-9598.
CLEANING Houses &
Businesses. We're ready
to Spring Clean for you!
Do it the right way with
EASY WAY 436-2299,
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs expenence.
753-5592.
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Mar.
2, 1999:
matters may present a quandary this
1-800-566-2277. Social
year Sometimes you feel you give too
much,sometimes not enough. As youjuggle
boundaries, needs and wants, you might
become overwhelmed with relationships.
1983 GMC 1/2 ton, new By sharing your people
skills and discussmotor $2750 437-4722
ing feelings, problems can easily be re1988 FORD F150 XLT, solved. You will earn more money than you
Lariat, 302V-8, 5sp $4400 have in many years. Determine financial
obo 435-4040
pnonties and don't spend until after funds
are in hand. If you are single, romance
blossoms. You are unusually attractive and
1996 DODGE Ram ext popular, though you might not easily let
cab, black, more than another get close to you. If attached, learn
loaded, excellent condi- to understand each other better. Caring
tion. Must sell. 65.xxx abounds VIRGO tests your patience at
highway miles. $17,500 times
obo. Leave message if no
answer. 435-4039.
1997 S10 extended cab, 3
door, V6. automatic, loaded. hunter green & silver,
lowered. 44,xxx miles.
753-7785.
Slightly used 1995 Horse
or Stock Trailer, 12x6x6'6,
and 2 hay racks. 4354305

1995 35 LAYTON Deluxe
5th wheel $14,500 502623-6391 days, 502-6745647 nights
1996 COACHMEN 30'
Camping Trailer. EXCELLENT Condition $11,900
negotiable 436-2225

15' BAYLINER Jazz Sport
jet boat. 120hp Mercruiser
engine seats 4 Very low
hours, asking $8.000 7594397 leave message
16FT fiberglass bass boat
with a 90hp Johnson motor All equipment included Days 753-4563 nights
474-2355

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; 3-Average;
2-So-so, 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apnl 19)
**** Use your creativity dynamically.
Brainstorming brings positive results. You
gain through mental exchange, especially
concerning work and long-term goals. Do
not settle. instead, seek a solution that
satisfies all parties. Emphasize efficiency.
Tonight: Go for a workout.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, fencing, carports.
garages, hardwood floors
installed & finished Affordable rates 753-7860
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar.
CUSTOM tractor work
Garden tilling, bushhogging, small jobs, box blade
work. Free estimates. Ger
aid Carroll 492-6159.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. -Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured Off. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.
EVANS odd job service.
502-489-2617.

FOR dependable and reli- PAINTING
Experience
able lawn mowing, mulch- Counts! Danny Robinson
ing, landscaping, arid odd
753-0616
jobs, call Kenneth Howard PLUMBING
REPAIR
at 767-9939 and leave SERVICE All work guarmessage
References anteed Free estimates
available upon request
753-1134
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
plumbing. yard
work,
proches & decks Any lob
Call Danny Paschall,
STYROCRETE
492-8500.
BUILDERS
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs REWARD
WALL SYSwanted. No job too small. TEMS: Homes
& BasePh. 753-2388 or 436-5759. ments, (R32),
Insulated
LAWN Mowing, Reasona- concrete forms.
CLASSIC
ble Rates. Call for esti- STEEL FRAME
HOMES.
mate. 435-4423.
residential, agricultural,
light commercial, mini
LAWN service, mowing,
tree service, free esti- warehouses, 436-2007.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
mates 492-8266
Removal. Insured with full
LAWN Service Pay less
line of equipment. Free e5for better Call Dan
timates. Day or night,
753-9618
753-5484

Emergency Water Removal, Furniture, FREE Estimates Call Today.

FENCING
753-5827
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, & custom wood LOVETT'S LAWN CARE
privacy fences, installation Mowing, trimming, mulchand repairs at reasonable ing Reliable Reasonable
prices. Dickie Farley.
rates. Experienced Call us
759-1519.
at 753-9646.

confusion over information by asking more
questions Your soothing manner pacifies a
family member. Tonight: Watch extreme
sports on TV.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Managing your funds and figuring
out what another wants from you could
make you wonder You certainly have your
hands full! Communicating sparks solu-

Home & Industrial
Over 25 Years Experience
A
M
1C'
(few 1.19

Lions. Certainly you understand where an
associate is coming from.Caring abounds.
You feel good with news.Tonight: Indulge
a little-you're worth it!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Others certainly want their way.
You can laugh at what is going on. or you
could get triggered.This's your call. Realize
you are more in control than you are aware.

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, tnmming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchmg, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years expenence. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network Mon-Fri, 1-5.30.
753-0530
YARD TECH
Full Lawn Care
With the best equipment
available to serve your
needs Call for early bids
437-4723

Indulge another: buy that gift or card.
Meanwhile, a boss might be ready to talk
about a positivejob change Tonight: Make
it easy

BORN TODAY
Singer Eddie Money (1949), singer/actor
Jon Bon Jovi (1962), author Tom Wolfe
(1931)

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST R4FUND!!
of your tax or bookkeeping

Call Jerry or Rita for any

BURKEEN

733-3444
95 Chestnut., Murray
(across from Ryan Mr/k)
www.designaquilt.com

TRU-LEVEL
LAWNCARE & VINYL
SIDING MAINTENANCE
.where lawncare is taken
to a new level. Serving
Murray with the best prices, free estimates, mowing & trimming, landscaping, any yard work, &
cleaning of your vinyl siding. For your FREE estimate call 767-0151 or 7679822

TOMS WINDOWS
All your cleaning & PAINTING
needs
Pressure
washing etc Dryvit cleaning 759-3463

Millwood Drive
--(teeeleit,
Alioide Hill Electric)

***** Push comes to shove; somehow, you manage to make a good situation

out of a potential crisis. Keep cornmunicanon flowing,group discussions are particularly effective. Although sometimes meetings aren't the best place for consolidating
ideas,it can work.Tonight. Enjoy your life.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***,Pressure is most intense. As you try
to juggle different interests, you deplete
your energy. Stay in control, understand
Just how much you are willing to do. A
partner changes his stand, adding to the
pressure and confus ion . Listen to a fnend's
advice. Tonight: Happy at home.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Be willing tojuggle your sched-

ule and screen calls. You can accomplish a
lot where others cannot. Recognize your
limits with a co-worker. Listen as another
discusses his intense feelings. A boss demonstrates his support Tonight: Visit with
friends over the phone or in person.
A-1 Tree Professionals. LEO(July 23-Aug: 22)
*** Make the best of what is going on.
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying. Serving Murray, Pressure builds, especially financially.
You'll need to juggle. Refuse to commit to
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044 any plans. Use your creativity and insights
to gain through a partnership. Seek out
or 492-8737
others
to find unusual answers. A relationAl Al A Tree Service,
ship weighs on you Tonight: Indulge.
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying, leaf
raking, VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
hedge trimming, landscap- ***** You are being pulled in two
ing, mulch hauling & mulch different directions. Take in another's point
of view, even though you don't have to go
spreading. gutter cleaning
Licensed & insured Full along with it. Listening and acceding are two
line of equipment Free es- different issues. Carefully evaluate financial resources. Get feedback about a money
timates Tim Lamb,
source. Tonight. Do what you want.
436-5744,
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 221
1-800-548-5262.
** You could be whacked by the full moon
and alternate between depression and high
energy. Note how many people give you
Where Quality Counts
Decks Painting, Remodel- advice, be grateful for their interest in your
situation Communication flows once you
ing. Repairs, etc
understand the flaw in your style. Be your
No Job Too Smell. 24-Hr
best fnend and listen to yourself. Tonight.
Emergency Service
Hide out.
502-492-6267
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
AFFORDABLE all around
**** Sometimes, getting a grasp of the
hauling, tree work, gutter
big picture is difficult Listen to all sides
cleaning, cleaning out
Social life proves exciting,as anotheroffers
sheds, & junk clean-up
you the moon and the stars You don'(have
436-2867
all the answers, but detaching provides an
AFFORDABLE, Quality
endless Kiurce of information_ Tonight.
Construction
Framing, Roofing, Siding, Where the fun is.
Concrete finishing, Decks. SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec 21)
Fences, Porches, & Home *** You are pulled in many directions
Debut the "new you" when dealing with
Repair. Free estimate;'
others Your responsiveness means a lot.
753-8007
however, be clear about what you can and
ALL ELECTRICAL ALL
will do Your relationship with a child or
CARPENTRIG Garages,
new
fnend opens up because of an exAdditions, Restoration 24
hour service calls Refer- change. Tonight: In the limelight.
ences. Licensed & Insur- CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19)
***** Communication swiftly overed. call Larry Nimmo
loads You might hope for a more effective
La,4 Home Builders
way of handling the pressure Deal with
753-9372 or 753-0353

WELCOMES

4770RoVeK PENN/SLOW/I'
CPA... MERSI8W1/11670A1
COMPUTERSUPPORT- JUST/ft/CROSSER
MCC SOAR0OFRE4Z7ORS.- MARZAWAIZACE
M4RAIMAICSPEC/41/ST• dERR/MART/AI
IT'S NOT

Too

LATE FOR

You To JOIN OUR
GROWING LIST OF
PROFESSIONALS

Offices of various sizes to fit your
budget as well as your needs
Furnished or unfurnished
Paid utilities
(include central heat & air)
Receptionist
Sprinkler system throughout entire
building

• Use of fax machine
• Use of copier
• Shared areas are free
including
Kitchenette
-Breakroom
--Conference Room

Must See To Appreciate
Available For Viewing 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
415 S. 4th St.

759-0633

needs.
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DEAR ABBY

R. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 am very weak
and unstable when I stand, and I
require a walker to get around. 1 had a
stroke four years ago but none since.
My ophthalmologist wants to perform
cataract surgery. Will this make me
steadier on my feet?
DEAR READER: Absolutely.
Successful cataract extraction
appears to produce enormous
improvement in older patients' abilities to get around, stay steady on their
feet and maintain independence. Go
ahead with the surgery and let me
know how it affects your balance.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is the difference between bacterial pneumonia
and viral pneumonia?
DEAR READER: Bacterial pneumonia is caused by bacteria and is
treatable with antibiotics; viral pneumonia isn't, because viruses are resistant to antibiotics.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 65-year-old
mother suffers significant memory
loss. She had to retire early because
of it. She has been extensively tested
and appears not to suffer from small
strokes, Alzheimer's disease, vitamin
deficiency or hypothyroidism. She is
taking propanolol for high blood pressure. Could the drug be a cause of her
problem?
DEAR READER: Yes indeed.
Propanolol can cause mental alterations in some older patients. I think
that you could do your mother a service by asking her doctor to change
the medicine to one that is not associated with memory loss. Even if such a

card.
o talk
Make

'actor
Volle

change results in some small
improvement, the quality of her life
would be enhanced.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report -Consumer Tips on Medicine."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send ;2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Why do women
have to have Pap tests for sexually
transmitted diseases whereas men
don't? This doesn't seem fair.
DEAR READER: Pap smears are
appropriate only for women because
the tests are designed to identify cancer of the cervix and uterus, two
organs that are not traditionally part
of the male reproductive tract. Pap
tests are not used to diagnose sexually transmitted diseases. Special
smears and blood tests — in both
sexes — are used for this purpose. It's
not a question of fairness, it's a gender thing. After all, women don't suffer from testicular or prostate cancer.
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY: I'm responding to
the letter in your column from
our federal drug czar, Barry R.
McCaffrey. The general is not an
M.D. or social worker, and isn't
qualified to speak on the drug problem. None of what he suggests will
prevent drug abuse. Furthermore,
he recently made himself look foolish with his inaccurate statement
that Holland has a higher crime
rate than the United States due to
Holland's liberal drug policies. In
faCt, Holland has a much lower
crime rate and a lower rate of drug
abuse than the U.S. Obviously, Holland's moderate approach works far
better than our draconian criminal
approach.
The United States should follow
Holland's good example and make a
distinction between marijuana and
hard drugs. The alleged dangers of
marijuana have been absurdly
exaggerated. There is a growing
mountain of hard scientific evidence
that marijuana is not harmful
unless used in very large doses. By
lying about the dangers of marijuana, we cast doubt on the warnings
about truly dangerous cocaine,
LSD, heroin and designer drugs.
We shouldn't ruin the lives of
young people — or anyone else —
by jailing them for smoking marijuana, nor should sick people be
denied medical marijuana.
I have read your columns for 25
years, Abby. You have good sense. I
hope you'll seriously consider that
prohibition is not preventing abuse
or addictioxz. but is instead greatly
worsening the drug situation. Prohibition didn't work with alcohol,
and is an even bigger failure with
marijuana.
STEVE J. WILCOTT,
SAN FRANCISCO

NEW LOCATION

•ossekt

Veterinary Medical Center
212 South 12th St.• Murray
(Across From Haverstock Insurance & Law Office)

753-7011

Dr. Jeannine Buchanan

•

*4*

CONFIDENTIAL TO MY
READERS: Debtors Anonymous
has moved. The new address is
P.O. Box 888, Needham, Mass.
02492-0009. The Web address is:
www.debtorsanonymous.org.

DEAR STEVE: I agree that
marijuana laws are overdue for
an overhaul. I also favor the
medical use of marijuana — if
it's prescribed by a physician. I
cannot understand why the federal government should interfere with the doctor-patient
relationship, nor why it would
ignore the will of a majority of
voters who have legally approved such legislation.
However, regardless of
whether Gen. McCaffrey is
right or wrong about the crime
rate in Holland, I'm staunchly

YES, U
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SUMSTEAD
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IN ORDER rD cuT
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SEND ME A NEW
ANY OUT THIS
CALENDAR
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sitting North-South. the bidding
unfolded as shown. Stansby's decision to bid three spades was wildly
applauded by the partisan American audience, since East-West
would have made three diamonds
— giving Indonesia the victory —
and it also seemed likely Stansby
would make three spades to win
the match.
However, Martel then confounded everyone by raising to
four spades,doubled by East. Since
declarer had to lose three spades
:and a club, this contract appeared
headed for down one. In that case,
the Indonesians would win by 4
IMPs.
But a funny thing happened
on the road to oblivion. After his
partner doubled, the Indonesian
West elected to make the highly
unusual lead of the club three!
Stansby put up dummy's king,
watched as it unexpectedly won
One of the most dramatic deals the trick, and then impassively
of the 1986 World Team Champi- returned the queen. East ruffed,
onship occurred in a match be- expending one of his side's trump
tween teams from the United tricks, and was horrified when his
partner's ace fell on the trick.
States and Indonesia.
After that, the rest was easy.
The deal was the last of a 32board match, and as the players Stansby won the diamond return,
picked up their cards, a large audi- ducked a spade to the queen, won
ence watching on Vu-Graph knew West's heart return and ruffed a
that the Indonesians led by 1 IMP. diamond in dummy. A spade was
They also knew that when the then led to the ace and a spade
hand was played at the other table. conceded to East, after which deIndonesia had gone down one in clarer had the rest ofthe tricks and
five clubs with the North-South his doubled contract. MI he lost
were three spades(no clubs!), and
cards.
With Chip Martel and Lew the U.S. team scored a highly imStansby of the United States now probable victory.
Tomorrow: Look before you leap.
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CATHY

THE WS&
CATHY!
HE LOWS
AWFUL!

r I HAVE
NO FEELINGS FOR

FEEL
NOTH!NG.

CHARLENE.

NOT HAPP4.
rI COULDOT
NOT SAD.
EAT FOR
NOT VINDIcTIVE. "THREE DANS!
NOT SMUG,
I LOST
NOT Ii INC,.
POUNDS!
NO FEELINGS
WHATSOEVER.

MENOR
Rol OUT 04
.
NEW WAYS
TO fNSPIRE
PAS5i0N,..
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CROSSWORDS
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ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
WE ALL ARE,BIG f3RO1i4ER1 IT WAS ELLYS IDE-A,ToHN

GHE BRoUGHT US HERE.
FoR yoUR BRTHDAy!

1M SPEECHLESS.
I CAN'T SELIEVE IT/
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Off.

MONPAY
AIR

1 "— Father'
("Lord's
Prayer")
4 — off the old
block
8 A silence
following
noise
12 Ending with
opal
13 Car name
14 "Dies -15 Type of plant
17 Banking
option (abbr )
19 Note of scale
20 MIMIC
21 Nahoor
sheep
22 Word with
lag or stream
23 Brynner et
al
25 Court
26 Agave plant
27 Dined
28 Actor Kilmer
29 Sweetener
32 Mother
33 This evening
35 Italian river
36 "Taming of
the

38 Former
Dodgers
,
player Ron
39 Baby's
napkin
40 Beast of
burden
41 Dessert
42 Becomes
blurred
43 Gridder org
45 Hard-shelled
dry fruit
46 Unruly crowd
47 That is (Latin
abbr I
48 Rodent
49 Auto safety
device
(2 wds )
52 Singer
Winans
54 Relate
56 Roman 56
57 Nelson —
58 Connecticut
university
59 Lamprey

DOWN
1 Castor —
2 One (Italian)
3 Feast with
delicacies
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I AM
ARDENT
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ElNIA
G YRO
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DLO
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5
6
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Arrived
Color
— est
Musical
instrument
8 That man
9 Chaldean city
10 Better — than
sorry
11 — exhaustion
16 — and downs
18 Tantalum

14
7

16

15

19

21

22
6
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35
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Today is Monday, March 1, the
60th day of 1999. There are 305
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 1, 1974, seven people, including former Nixon White
House aides H.R. Haldeman and
John D. Ehrlichman, former Attorney General John Mitchell and
former assistant Attorney General
Robert Mardian, were indicted on
charges of conspiring to obstruct
justice in connection with the Watergate break-in. They were convicted the following January, although
Mardian's conviction was later
reversed.
On this date:
In 1781, the Continental Congress adopted the Articles of Confederation.
In 1790, Congress authorized
the first U.S. census.
In 1845, President Tyler signed
a congressional resolution to annex
the Republic of Texas.
In 1867, Nebraska became the
37th state.
In 1872, Congress authorized
creation of Yellowstone National
Park.
In 1932. the infant son of
Charles and Anne Lindbergh was
kidnapped from the family home
near Hopewell, N.J. The baby's
remains were found the following
May.
In 1954, Puerto Rican nationalists opened fire from the gallery
of the U.S. House of Representatives, wounding five congressmen.
In 1961, President Kennedy
established the Peace Corps.
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rud and Dr. A.D. Wallace.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Locke
Stubblefield, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Euin Jones and a boy to Harold
and Bobs Hopper: Feb -19; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. C.W. Wilson, Feb.
20.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Long of
Murray are attending a three-day
baking school in St. Louis, Mo.
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received the Distinguished Flying
Cross Medal for heroism in Vietnam during a ceremony at the
U.S. Army Flight Training Center at Ft. Stewart, Ga. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred H.
Young of Murray and the husband
of the former Lou King.
Forty years ago
Dr. John C. Quertermous of Murray attended the annual Kentucky
Medical Association dinner honoring the Kentucky congressman
and senators held in Washington,
D.C.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James D. Outland, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Tutt, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Oldfield, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Asmus, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Billie Gene Clark and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Adams.
Fifty years ago
Dr. Woodfin Hutson of Murray
was elected president of the Southwestern Kentucky Dental Society
at a meeting at Paducah. Other
Murray dentists present were Dr.
Hugh McElrath, Dr. A.H. Koppe-
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Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Georgianna Faverty of Murray as the
first patient to have magnetic resonance imaging performed for her
medical condition at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) is now available at the hospital on Tuesday.
In high school basketball games,
Murray High Tigers and Lady
Tigers beat Fulton County and
Calloway County High Lakers lost
and Lady Lakers beat Hickman
County. High team scorers were
Hornbuckle and Ann Greenfield
for Murray and Benji Kelly and
Erica Muskgrow for Calloway.
Twenty years ago
Published is a pictured of people lined up at 8:30 a.m. Feb. 28
from the desks in Calloway County Clerk Marvin Harris' office to
the east door of the courthouse
waiting to renew their vehicle
license tags for 1979 before the
March 1 deadline.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Harned,
Feb. 10; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
David Mullinax, Feb. 15; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Elliott, Feb.
17; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Easley, Feb. 21; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Tony Washer, Feb. 22.
Thirty years ago
The long awaited traffic light
at 12th and Main Streets will be
installed this week by the Kentucky Highway Department, according to Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Capt. Robert Stanley Young
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behind his effort to initiate dialogue between concerned parents and children about drugs.
Honest dialogue is essential.
Parents must level with their
children about which drugs are
dangerous and which are not,
or they'll lose their credibility
and be disregarded. This is
especially important at a time
when drug dealers offer an
array of new designer drugs —
some virtually undetectable,
and some of which can be fatal.
An excellent book on the subject of marijuana is "Marijuana
Myths, Marijuana Facts" by
Lynn Zinuner, Ph.D., and John
P. Morgan, M.D., published by
the Lindesmith Center in New
York. It can be ordered through
Bookworld Co.. by calling (800)
444-2524. The cost is $12.95 per
book, plus $3.95 per book shipping and handling. When ordering, please provide the following ISBN number:0-9641568-4-9.
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Racers Fans,
You are the best. Thanks for your support
during the regular season and in Nashville.
Our team got it done again is with you,for
YOU!and because ofyou!
IISIIAthletics
E,W. Dennison
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